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?REF'P.CE 
Much research has been done,, rJurir.f the past fifty years to fbd 
ways of improving the teachin,7 of ~nglish, particularly in the field of 
written composition. Among other thinf.'s, this resAe.rch has been concerned 
with the involvement of students in evaluative procedure of written 
composition and with the stimulaticn of students to develop effective 
skills of writing and thin'.:inf. Cine of tLe methods often proposed for 
accomplil'lhing these two ends in the editing of themes by the students. 
This study was an effort to co:-:1pare student editing of themes with 
the traditional teacher editing to see whether or not the former method 
brought about more improve:nent in writing. 
Indebtedness is ac1:nowledged to Dr. J. '.J. Richardson, chairr:ian of 
the advisory comrni ttee, and Dr. Morris '.,Jallace, Dr. Harry Brohst, Dr. Icla 
T. Smith, and Dr. Agnes Berripan, member:=; of the committee, for their 
valuable guidance, critic:i.s:;;s, ai,d interest; to T"lr. t-rnes Berrigan, 
Dr. Loyd DoUflas, !liss Ruth Howard, '.:iss Yathleen Garrett, and r:r. Brent 
Asherbranner for their cooperative participation and assistance in the 
experiment;. to Dr. Hans H. Anderc'en .for permission to ca:rry on the 
experiment in the depart:nent of Enrlish, Speech, and Foreir-n Languaees; 
to other staff members and to classmates for their interest and help at 
various stages of the study; and tc :'.iss :..:attie T~cna Boyet and ;.:r. ar.d 
!<rs. George D. Boyet for their enco1..iraRernent t:rroughout the study. 
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This study was made to find whether or not 
the improvement written composition students 
English who edit each other's themes 
made by students all of whose themes are the tends 
to favor the student editing. 
Need for the Study 
The need for such a study is -fold. re 
teaching composition are not deemed by repre of 
business and industry or by teachers in secondary schools and 
second, there is a need to find ways of' to develop 
skills of writing. 
The two groups who challenge adequacy of pre teaching 
methods have defined certain skills, attitudes, and under-
s·tandings of the language arts a.s vital to the future of democracy. 
The goals of teaching the language arts are as old as the 
ideals of Western Civilization. Yet each generation faces 
the task of interpreting these goals anew the light of the 
conditions of its own age. To clearly and honestly, to 
read thoughtfully, to con:ununicate effectively, and to listen 
intelligently have always been basic perpetuation of 
democratic ways of living. and have gained most 
from literature thr the ages haV!; been those who could see 
in it the reflection of human e:xperience and could yield to 
its oower to to 
In th~ secona h&l: 
to dPvcl0p sncJ: :::.:Ll ~· 
th1.;1r valuE' dr·pc,w1 :.:: 1 ", 
domocr1::.cy. 1 
t_.,,,rJi, ·.1. (>Ltn.ty_, l,1c, c~.::,.lle.1ge 
'·" '..:. :r 1 • ·c. ·,~j,,jrq t ;?·::..11~nt~ npcri which 
pt•<.:1u r11 n '. a] •., the CuLu,·e of 
Teachr?rs f1 nd many prohlems .involved in the t£1sk of te;.chrng 
2 
children, youth~ and adults to thin1': more chiarly ar,d honei:;tly, to read 
more thourhtfully, to commun1c-c.te more effecti vely:1 und to listen more 
intelligently. The problem that 1s pertinent to t:·ns study ls that of 
teaching students to write thelr tho1J€h ts clearly and correctly. Because 
writing is the record of 1ndjndUB.l thc,w ht,, there can oo, perhaps~ no 
single f orrnula that w i 11 1.nsuHi e£ fe-::t 1. IJf; WT 1 tir,g for all 1ndi victuals. 
As thourht varies~ SJ must tht~ iorrr, of \..r',_tt,1;:;n a:td orfll composition 
vary. Y2t there are certcdn f11ndamer1tals that contr1rmte to the clarity 
and to the completeness of thP. rec ord1 ng of th ouch ts. Sore of these 
fundamentals lend thcmselvc-2 to objective treatment, for example, use 
of detail to support an 1dca.~ ccrrect use of words 9 and punctuationo 
Others, such as style arrl effedne.ss are subjnchve in their natureo 
One subjective element .is the definition of effective writing. 
Barris Mills, of !lurrJue Llmv0,r~ity~ de:'H1er:l wntinf af! a process with 
purpose at its centP,r , .. "the p1irpr,fie of f.he writer and the purpGse of 
the reader. 112 'I'his duol purpose is said to govr~rn the selectjon and 
the rejection of material, the arrangement •)f the mat~ria.1, and the style 
of writing. Accomp&nyinr, these necessities for clear and correct 
writing are the more nearly ohject111e irechar.ics of correct usage 
lNational Council of Teacbnrs of F::nrlish 9 The English ~anguage f,rts 
( New York. 19 50 L p. J • 
~Uarriss >11118, 11 :ritinr, ,'.:is a Froc sc,n 
1953)~ 20, 
C L?_J)e ge English, XV( October, 
3 
in such things as grammar, spellinr, and punctuaticn. To ;1ills' defi-
nition, the members of the Commission of the English Curriculum have 
added that "the emphasis should be on lanr11age as an important factor 
in the larger concerns of social living with its attendant problems of 
human relations. 11 1 
Language, in the broadest sense, is widely recognized as 
a vital ljnk between the individual and the world in which he 
lives. Through lanpuage the individual both shapes his 
environment and is shaped by it ••• To dificover order in life 
and to distinguish meaningful patterns in this mass of symbols, 
the citizen of the future must have conscicus training, not 
only in reading, writing, and speakinr-, but &lso in listening, 
observation, and demonstration. And he must have an under-
standing of the func~ion of communication in the culture of 
which he is a part. 
This process with a dual purpose of communication and with its 
roles of shaping the individual and his environment and of solving the 
problems of human relations has been the subject of much research since 
the beginning of the twentieth century. The research began with the 
colleges. College entrance requirements between 1870 and 1900 had 
caused English to be included in the high school curriculum. Literature 
and textbook rhetoric, however, were stressed and pieces of English 
literature "were dissected after the fashion of the Latin and Greek 
classics. 113 Such a method, although it was the best known at the time 
for preparing students for college, did not meet the individual needs 
of students in the hirh schools. Therefore the methods of developing 
lNational Council of Teachers of English, QP_. cit., p. 327. 
2B. Lamar Johnson, Gen~ral Education in Action (~!ashing ton, 1952), 
p. 140. 
3Edna Hays, College Entrance Reguirr,ments in English: Their Effects 
on the High. School~ (New York, 1936), p. 71. 
4 
language as a linlr bAt, .. ,een the student and his world carre under reproach 
at both the secondary and the colleee level. Because of this reproach, 
research began to be done by both college and secondary personnel. 
Since 1900, many agencies have attempted to improve the teaching 
of English. In 1910, at the Boston meeting of the National Education 
Association, a committee was appointed to study the problem of college 
entrance requirements in English and the problems of high school needs 
in English. The committee found a need for a national society of 
teachers of English,representative and permanent in character, which 
would have as its object increasing tho effectiveness of school and 
college wor~{ in English. The society was formed, 1 and a committee from 
it was added to a committee from the national Education Association to 
form the National Joint Committee of Thirty with James F. Hosie as 
chairman. By 1920, the Hosie cormnittee had stated concisely the aims 
of the English courses: namely, (1) to ~ive the pupils command of the 
art of communication in speech and in writing;and (2) to teach them to 
read thou("htfu1ly and with appreciation, to form in them a taste for 
good reading, and to teach thnm how to find books that are worthwhile. 2 
The committee had also stated as the purpose of 
..• every English teacher, f'irst, to q'1icken the spirit and 
kindle the imarination of his pupils, open up to them the 
potential significance and beauty of life, and develop habits 
of weighing and judging human ccnduct and of turning to books 
for entertainment, instruction, and inspiration as the hours 
of leisure will permit; second, to supply the pupils with an 
effective tool of tho11ght and expression for use in their 
1The society was the Naticnal Council of Teachers of English. It 
was to accomplish its purpose through the pages of the English Journal. 
2J. F. Hosie, Reorganizatio!l of English in Seconda!,;Y Schools, 
U.S. Bureau of Education, Bulletin No. 2, 1916, p. 30. 
public and private life, i.e., the best com,aand e,f language 
which, under the circumstances, cnn be eiven them.l 
These early efforts were primarily concerned with the r.:aking of 
the high school into a finishing school rather than a fitting school; 
5 
with providing subject matter for English activi ti0s that would develop 
ideals, attitudes, skills, and habits; and with regarding English as an 
art to be learned by practice rather than a science to be learned by 
generalization. By 1955, the t!ational Council of Teachers of English 
had expanded its purpose. The new purpcse was "to improve the quality 
of instruction in English at all educational levels: to encourage 
research, experimentation, and investipation in the teachine of English; 
to facilitate professional cooperation of the members; to hold public 
discussions and programs; and to integrate the efforts of all who are 
concerned with the improvement of instruction in English. 112 There was 
still lack of satisfaction with the outcomes of English teachi1~, but 
an effort was being rrade to do something about the matter. 
Not all of the research was done by the above named organizations. 
Schools and colleges car.ducted independent studies to see'~ proper methods 
of teaching English. Some of those pertinent to written English are 
given below. 
Three of the studies published at Harvard TJni versi ty concerned 
individual instruction in ~nglish composition,J an approach to composition 
1Ibig. 
2constitution of the rational Council of Teachers of English. 
3stephen D. Stephens, Individual Instruction in English Composition 
(Cambridge, 1938). 
6 
throuph psycholory,.1.. and the English examin&tion • .:: The first study was 
a recommendation of individual instruction •.Ji th a tas1:, a plan, and 
freedom to rna.ke the learning situation more like the situations of life 
outside the classroom. The second study was an analysis of works and 
criticisms of literature and of pictures to show how the human w~nd works 
to express ideas, feelings, and opinions thrcugh facial expression, 
actions, and ~ords. The third study was a history of the college entrance 
examinations from 1901 until 1934. It was concluded by the statement 
that "The College Entrance Examination Board is interested only in testing 
the candidate's powers - power to think through and to organize the materif 
contained in the books the student has read, power to read intelligently 
poetry and prose that he has not seen, powl'!r to think independently and 
to express his own thoupht in an effective way. 11 3 
Eason' s study of technical incorrectness in the • ..,ri tin[" done by 
graduates of Tennessee county high schools was published at Peabody in 
1929. The data indicated "little relationship between the number of 
years spent in professional training, the degree held, the length of 
service, tenure in the present posit ion, and even rr.aj cJring in the subject 
taught, and the achievement records of the students taught. 114 At about 
the same time, Lowrey was comparing the sentences written in freshman 
themes with those found in literature. He found that tne freshman 
lphyllis Robbins, An !E:Qroacn to Composition through Psychology 
(Cambridge, 1929). 
2The Commission on English, Examining the Examination in English 
(Cambridge, 1931). 
3Ibia., p. 222. 
4Joshua Lawrence Eason, !::_ flia,·nostic Study of Tech~:i_cal Incorrectness 
in~ Writing of Graduate§ of Tennessee Co~:tz High Schools (Nashville, 
19291, p. 80. 
7 
college student 1'1'18.Y reach 1or approximate contemporary literary prose 
usage in sentence length, percentage of simple and compound sentences, 
and frequency of inversions; but in the use of prepositional phrases, 
verbals, appositives, and absolute constructions he is likely to be 
deficie,nt. 111 Beck was studying the conference method of teaching 
freshman composition. He interpreted the results as showing that "the 
conference method of teaching Wl'itten composition to college freshmen 
is •truly better' than the nonconference methoa. 11 2 
At Teachers College, Columbia University, the following four studies 
were made shewing a continued search for ways to improve the teaching 
of written composition. Vaughan found slight articulation between the 
high school and the college, but much overlapping of textbook material. 
He found the- theres to be longer and more frequent in college, and more 
attention to be given to fundamentals. He found that more stuients 
failed in college, that high school teachers had had more training for 
the subject they were teaching, and that little practice and training 
in the use of library facilities was given in either place.3 Hwang 
made a study of the errors involved in rating the~s by means of 
1Rose"1ell Graves Lowrey, "The English Sentence in Literature and 
in College Freshman Composition," G(orge Peabody College for Teachers 
Contributions to Education, No. 50 Nashville, 1928), p. 25. 
2E. C. Beck, 11A Study of the Conference and Nonconference Methods 
of Teaching Freshman Written Composition in a State Teachers College," 
Geor~e. Peabody College for Teachers Contributions to Education, No. 49 
'('Ras ville, 1928), Po 420 
3 . 
William Eugene Vaughan, Articulation in English between ~he High 
Schoo!, and College (New York, 1929). 
composition scales, 1 Jenc1-~e studied the pre'cis as a technique for 
teaching composition to freshman, 2 and Hinton examined in detail ·~he 
non-mechanical aspects of English composition to which out-standing 
teachers of English give attention in their criticism and grading, 
such as elegance, force, coherence, emphasis, choice of words, and 
paragraphing. 
Perrin said that 
The most conspicuous progress just now is being shown in 
the renewed activity in composition, both elementary and 
advanced, Although most freshman courses are still pitched 
too low, they are moving rapidly from a passive to an active 
rhetoric, so that the once usual course that opened with a 
"review of grammar" is beginning to look rather quaint. The 
change is partly due to the pressure of general education and 
other curriculum reorganizations that have brought the course 
out of its departmental hiding place; partly to the rediscovery 
of communication as an aim whether or not in courses labeled 
with that magical word; and partly from the plain good sense 
of people trying to plan an effective course. Teachers of 
composition are now being promoted on nearly an equal footing 
with teachers of literature, and there are more positions 
8 
for composition specialists than there are people to fill 
them. A parallel development is going on in advanced composition.4 
In spite of the changes brought about by these efforts between 1900 
and 1955, results were not yet satisfactory to school people or to the 
business and professional world at the middle of the century. There were 
still varying guesses as to what was wrong and as to what should be done. 
Leverett examined much literature and interpreted the evidence found 
1Pu Hwang, Errors and Im rovem.=mt in Rati)g English Compositions 
£:L Means of _!! Composition .§cale New York, 1930 • 
2Grace Elizabeth Jencke, A Study of Pr~cis ':lriting as a Composition 
Technigu~ (New York, 1935). 
3Eugene Mark Hinton, An Analytical Study of the ualities .2! Style 
~nd Rhetoric Foung in English Qompositions (New York, 1940. 
4Porter G. Perrin, "Sample Trends in the College Teaching of 
English," College English, X (February, 1949), 253, 
9 
therein to indicate that the traditir:ns.l pY-ograus in laneuagf! artf.' 
"have not been successful because they have not achieved their ohjecti ves; 
many programs do little or nothing to remove deficiencies or develop and 
strengthen skills; they show little regard for individual differer;ces; 
and learnings consist largely of isolated rules, with no practical appli-
cation rr:ade of them in relation to the needs of the students. ul '.Jhether 
or not this interpretation of data gives the whole picture, it is true 
for many instances and therefore advertises a problem needine solution. 
After Leverett made her study, Sterling warned that to expose students 
to experience is not enour,h, but that what the students do with what 
they have received is the real measure of the experience and c,f their 
grovth. Sterling stated that after the s t.udent has first acquired, 
recognized, and realized si:~nificant exneri,:mce and :1as soroothing to 
communicate, then he must know what, when, where, anrl. how to do with the 
experience and thought to be communicated. 11He must learn to use what he 
has learned. He must learn how to think. He must learn how to sort, 
classify, rearranr-e, and evaluate. Ile must acquire ability to inter·pret 
and use what he has learned, if he is to be effective in the use of the 
expressive phases of spea)dng and writing. ri2 
Luella Cole pointed out the following wcu.':ness of the program in 
written composition as it ap;;ears in the writin;: of freshr..an students 
in college: 
lErnestine Leverett, & Program in Languapo f,rts for Teaching Those 
Students :-/ho Hake Low Grades .Q!! Colle@ Enrlish Ent~ Tests, (Unpul:r 
lished dissertation at G;:lahoma Apricultural and >1echanical College, 
1952), p. 98. 
2Edna L. Sterlin[, 11 ThP \'hat, l-;hen, 1 here, :row of the Communicat:i.on 
Arts," Education, LZXXII (r:arch, 1952), l+S9. 
Clearly many freshman have not learned the elements of 
grammar. In recent years the trend of teachinf written 
English in elementary and hi['h school has been away from such 
formal items. The public schools have per~aps swunp too far 
in the direction of complete informality, with the result 
that students do not '-now how a sentence is constructed and 
therefore have understandable difficulties in either writing 
or revising sentences of their own. 1.·Ihile one cannot recom-
mend a return to formal discipline, it does seem absurd that 
children should practice writing from the fourth through the 
twelfth grades without finding out for instance that verbs 
have subjects and objects.1 
10 
Lawson, of Coalgate University, suggested two other c~uses for the 
poor writing done by college students: 
1. 1tlri ting is like any other sl-::ill: the way to learn to 
do it better is by doing_ it, subject to the judgment of cur 
peers and superiors. Do we give students enough such prac-
tice even in English ccurses? Direct instruction about the 
English language is no substitute for using it. Beyond a 
certain point, indeed, isolated instruction in forms, conven-
tions, and grammar of English merely bores, is resented, and 
paralyzes the will to write. 
2. Besides being a skill, writing is also a form of 
behavioro In behavior we normally respond to the require-
ments of a community whose opinion we respect, cherish, or 
fear •••• Specifically, if we want acceptable writing to become 
habitual behavior, teachers who are not English teachers must 
care about it. 2 
At the spring meeting of the Conference on College Composition and 
Communication at Cleveland, Ohio, March 2P,. 1952, representatives from 
business and industry were invited to talk on ''What Do Employers 
Expect of Freshman Courses in Composition and Corrnnunication?" T. n. 
Shellenberg said at this meeting: 
11uella Cole, The Background of College Teaching (New York, 19/i.O), 
p. 245. 
2strang La'w'son, "The Coalgate Plan for Improving Student Writing, 11 
Association of American Colleges Bulletir, XXXIX (May, 1953), p. 288. 
~-Jhat wo should like if it i:ere possi hle 1,,;culd be to ~1ave 
employees come tc us with an attitude: that facilitates contin-
ued improvement in writing - an attitude that recoenizes that 
no writer ever writes perfectly, that the best writers write 
badly when they don• t ta~rn pains, that every writer can improve 
his skill until his mind begins to fail, that the product of 
our first frenzy seldom has anything to car.mend it except its 
frenzy. 1:Je should like them to regard the job of writing as 
one of the major parts of every assignment they underta:-::e. In 
estimating time for the completion of a job, they should combat 
the tendency to suppose that when the material has ooen studied 
and notes ta1:en, the job is virtually done and that all that 
remains is to "throw their notes tog0ther" and 11 write them up." 
One of our commonest failin~s is to allow no time for stu~ying 
the problem of how best to present our conclusions or for the 
tedious process of reorfanizing, rephrasing, and redrafting. 
I should like to see ready developed in all our new 
employees the habit of self-criticism with respect to writing 
and a readiness to accept in rood spirit any criticism of 
their writing offered by others •••• 
Finally, I should like to see them recor.ciled to the 
inescapable conditions that are attached to Government service, 
which I have reviewed for you. These are that the writing of 
an individual is submerged in that of his office, that it is 
reviewed for content as well as for grammar, and that it will 
appear ano~ymously.l 
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At the same meeting, ':I. K. Bailey, vice-president of the 1,Jarner and 
Swassey Manufacturinc Company of Cleveland added that 
'.:!e want and need people who can thin~,:: - who have had some 
training in thin\ine - who can distincuish between cause and 
effect both in the concrete and in the abstract, and who can 
so express t11eir conclusions that they are accepted b~/ others, 
and so that others will follow their leadership •••• 
It is my observation that, in husiness, the oral presen-
tations are much better than the usual written presentations • 
• • • However, the usual procedure in written presentations is 
to present all of the data and then to bury the conclusicns 
at some point near the end of the written corrrrnunication •••• 
Before writing the report, why shouldn't the irrlividual 
definitely decide the question to be answered, and answer it, 
and then give the supporting data? 
1T. R. Schellenberg, 111·'hat ~mployers E-:,-pect from Collere Courses 
in Composition and Comrr.unication," ColleCQ Composition ~nc Communication 
(Bulletin of CCCC), IV (Noe 1, ~~ebruary, 1953), pp. 10-11. 
In addition to the difficulty in developing the ability to 
express complex situations in simple terms, there is also the 
difficulty of developing an art in the use of words. And I 
know that you, of the teaching professicn, can help students 
in this art. Most communications are written with the idea of 
getting somebody to do something, and while the use cf indi-
vidual words is important, there is a principle of presentation 
that is even more important. 
The man who can influence people will succeed in any organi-
zation. 1:-Jhat he says and how he says it is all important.I 
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The two talks cited above remind the reader that not only do repre-
sentatives of business and industry agree with school personnel concerning 
the inadequacy of present outcones of the teaching of English, but also 
that they have specific ideas as to what is wrong. If, as the preceding 
reports indicate, there is agreement between school and society concerning 
the unsatisfactoriness of present methods of teaching English, then there 
is a need for oontinued search for better nethods. 
The growing concern about the outcomes of the teaching of cornpo-
sition is accompanied by a second concern; namely, that more effective 
ways and means are needed for motivating students to develop writing 
skills. This need for motivation was implied by the National Joint 
Committee of Thirty. 2 Hosie defined the rnoti vation thus: "The first 
step toward efficiency in the use of language is the cultivation of 
earnestness and sincerity; the second is the development of accuracy 
and correctness; the third is the arousing of individuality and artistic 
consciousness. 113 Many efforts have been made to arouse individual 
1w. K .. Bailey, "The Importance of Conmunication for Advancement 
in Industry," Ibid., p. 11-lJ. 
2 Seep. 4. 
3J. F. Hosie, QE.• cit., p. 54. 
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consciousness. Eecent or,es have ir:ic}~J.derl drilJ based i..lpo?: the i r.di-
vidual' s own usa;:,e and mechanical errors, 1 writing clinics and writing 
laboratories,2 organized writing experiences in non-English classes,3 
student publications, and varicus types of group projects. J,.,_ report 
from the University of Southern California claimed r-reat success for 
group dynamics. As a result of the grou:, method used, 11 l&g~".ing pupils 
improved by writing 'A' themes. 114 The class was organized with .five 
chairmen and an observer. At the end of each class period, the observer 
made suggestions for doing better work next tir:ieo Speech and writing 
were studied togGthero The main functicns of the groups were to carry 
on panel discussions and to act as theme readinG and tutorial groups for 
their members. Themes were handed in on ?fonday and were taken by other 
students for criticismo On Friday, they were returned to owners who 
might rewrite them. Then the teacher graded and returned the themeso 
"Buzz" groups met to discuss better writing, and pupj_ ls met the teacher 
often for conferenceso Once during the semester, all classes and teache1 
met together. At City College of New York5 and at Milwaukee State 
lHarry A. Greene, 11Entlish -- Lanc.uace, Gramnar, and Composition," 
Encyclopeqia of Educational Resgarch (r,~ew York, 1950), p. 392. 
2Robert H. Moore, 11 The '..!ritin&' Clinic and the ,lriting Laborator J," 
College English, YI (April, 1950), J~P-393. 
3strang Lawson, "The Coalgate Plan for Improving Student ·. 1ri ting, 11 
Qolle@ English, XXXIX (May, 1953), 288-2900 
4Harold E. Briggs, "Applications of the Principles of Group 
Dynamics in the College C:..'issrcom, 11 CollerQ English, XXI (November, 
1950), 84-90. 
5Arthur '.-!aldhorn, 11 The Term Puper: .0.n Experiment in Group Enter-
prise, 11 Colle~ English, XII (Harch, 1951), 341-344. 
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Teachers College, 1 the investicat~_ ve pap,"r was ri'B.de .into a group entf',r-
prise. 1.-Jatson' s study of small group war:: in large classes showed that 
Students who will enjoy and profit .from small group parti-
cipation could not be identified on the basis of: their own 
expressed preference; their level of mastery of the course 
material; their general level of enthusiasm for course topics; 
or their response to clusters of questions apparently indicating 
sympathy, hostility, self-reliance, or intellectualism. No 
advantage was demonstrated for groups which wor1-::ed cumulatively 
on a single topic all semester over groups which discussed 
different issues each week.2 
Students who rated the group work low rejected all questionnaire 
items indicative of authoritarianism. They were also disappointed in 
the lad;: of intellectual stimulation from their fellow-Members. 
Whether group or indi victual methocts•are employed, there seems to 
be some agreement that proper motivation of writing involves the actual 
process of writing. riills summarized the ir.1plications of this agreement 
thus: 
1. 1:le cannot teach purposeful writing without gi vir.g 
students plenty of practice in purposeful writing. 
2. The writing should have some realistic purpose for both 
the student and the readero 
3o If related to the concept of purpose, the selection and 
organization of material can be made much more meanincful 
as part of the process of communication rather than as 
means in themselves. 
4. Huch of the inarticulateness of students comes from their 
having no realistic purpose for communicating in wri tinr-, 
no real notion of what they can or will say about the 
subject, and no working outline of the material to be 
dealt with. 
5. To teach grammar and punctuation usages for their own sakes, 
independent of the writing process as a whole, is useless 
and insufferably dull for most of our students. 
1Elizabeth Kerr, 11 The Research Paper as a Class Enterprise," Colleee 
English, XIII (January~ 1952)j 204-2150 
2 
Robert H. Moore, ~P- cjt. 
6. Learning to communicate effectively is very much an indi-
vidual affair; mass methods simply will not work.l 
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His summary strikes a note of warning for the use of group methods, 
although he recommends highly the laboratory method of teaching compo-
sition. Mason's swmnary includes other motivational techniques: namely, 
using good salesmanship, using proper materials, stressing thought 
before writing, and marking themes helpfully.2 This last technique 
marks a point of great difficulty in the crowded schools and colleges 
of the nineteen fifties. From ten minutes3 to fifteen minutes4 is 
considered the average amount of time required to read a short theme; 
a fifteen minute conference every other week is minimum; "the weekly 
theme should be read with all possible care 11 ;5 composition teachers 
should write;6 "the student must be given problems in writing which 
force him to bring into focus the most difficult material available 
to him11 ;7 and the stooent must be JDOtivated. These are only a few of 
the advocated minimum essentials. 
1Barr1ss Mills, "Writing as a Process," 2.E• cit., 23-25. 
2James Hocker Mason, "Motivation in Liberal Arts and/or Communi-
cation Courses," College Composition and Cormunication, III (February, 
1952), 7-10. 
3 George s. Wycoff, "Suggestions for the Reading O·f Themes," College 
English, XI (January, 1950), 210-2140 
4A. F. Coward, "Comparison of Two Methods of Grading English Compo-
sition,.11 Journal of Educational Research, XLVI (October, 1952), 81-93. 
5aeorge s. Wycoff, "Toward Achieving the Objectives of Freshman 
Canposition," College English, X (March, 1949), 319-323. 
611 Reading and Grading Themes, 11 College Composition ~ Communi-
catiop, V~Oct?ber, 1954), 10~-109. 
7 Barris Mills, .Q:Q• cit., p.25. 
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Although each essential seems small, the total time required to 
attain the aggregate is increased as the number of pupils per teacher 
is increased. Table I was compiled by the investigator to show the 
minimum hours of duty per week for teachers of sixty, of one hundred, 
and of one hundred twenty students if no theme requires rr.ore than the 
minimum ten minutes for reading, ranking, and erading; if no student 
gets more than the minimum fifteen minute conference; if each section 
meets three times weekly; if the teacher can prepare for an hour of class 
time in an hour of study time; and if the teacher spends only two hours 
per week in personal writing. 
TABLE I 
CO!"..PAPISON OF HOUES p::_:;;;l WEEK PEQUIRED I3Y FO[.J"R TF:ACHER L0/1DS 
FOR TEACHHTG co:'!POSITI- :r ':.'ITH CERT f,HT ?.ECQI.f,:JJT:):<::D MINI:-1ID·1S 
·----
60 students 100 students I 120 s tudents 120 students 
(2 sections) (4 section~se 
Reading Themes 10 hours 17 hours 20 
ctions sections 
hours 20 hours 
..___ 
Conference 8 hours I 13 hours i 15 
ho,;~12 
i 
Class Time 6 hours I 15 i 
I 
Preparation 6 hours 
I 
12 hours T 15 
i 
Personal Writing 2 hours 2 hours _l_ 2 
---
hours 15 hours 
hours 12 hours 
hours 12 hours 
hours 2 hours 
l : 
Total Hours I I I 
Per Week 32 hours : 56 hours I 67 I hours 61 hours --· 
To these loads varying amounts of time for faculty meetings, special 
committees, and extra conferences with students who have special problems 
should be added. Also to be added is the time for reading longer themes 
in the advanced classeso 
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To read any nore ther.ies than are already required in freshnan 
English would add more clock hours to the present heavy load of the 
teacher. This would lessen the amount of conference time for the studeni 
and the amount of preparation made by the teacher. It would preclude 
some of the work done with the st11dent on his theme before and after its 
writing to show him the poor, the good, and the mediocre so that he can 
see what he has done and what he needs to do.l Yet more experience in 
writing, more attention to the writing after it has been done, a:1d more 
conferences of teacher and student are said to be necessary. At the 
same time more students and more classes have been assigned per teacher. 
The length of a week remains the same. If more themes are to be read 
for more students and more conferences are to ~e held with more students, 
then a way needs to be sought to get the reading and conferring done in 
a manner beneficial to the studentso 
One possibility for resolving the above dilemma was found in the 
attempts to provide meaningful activities in composition classes. With 
the growth of interest in group enterprise, clinics, and writing labora-
tories, there was much enco'rragoment of the editinf of themes by studente 
From the elementary schools of Los Aneeles2 to Chamblee High School in 
Georgia3 there came reports of student edi tingo From !i,ichigan, 1:Jalcott 
reported that a plan for teaching students to edit themes of their 
1nelrnar Rodabaugh, 11 Assigning and Cor:nnenting on Themes, 11 College 
~nglish, XVI (October, 1954), 33-37. 
2Ethel I. Salisbury, "Children Learn to Edit, 11 Elementary English, 
XXX (November, 19'53), 434-443. 
3Emily Betts Gregory, 11 Managing Student Edi tinf," The English 
lournal, XLIV (January, 1955), 18-25. 
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classmates brourht rreat improvement to the students and great relief 
to the teachers. He defined the functioned of proofreading, revising, 
and checking of sentences for clarity and economy of thourht as one "that 
belongs to the writer; one improves by doing it oneself, not by having 
it done by a convenient expert who, presumably, doesn't need the disci-
pline as much. 111 He also expressed his conviction of a great need for 
further experiment with the technique, especially by groups of teachers 
and over periods of years. At the college level, the group enterprises 
already mentioned2 involved studr,nt e<iting of themes individually and 
by groups. 
The review of the literature up to this pdnt has shown ( 1) that 
writing is a process vital to democracy both as a tool of connnunication 
and as a mans of linking the individual to his world by helping him to 
solve problems of human relatior.s; (2) that the many efforts nade dtll'ing 
the past half century to improve the teaching of English are still inade-
quate; and (3) that students must be motivated to develop better writing 
skills. Examples of motivational techniques have been cited. Among 
them is the practice of having students do much of the editing of themes. 
This practice is one means of solving two problems at once, namely~ of 
insuring that all themes are read by some else than the writer before 
succeeding themes are written and of stimulating student interest in 
the improvement of writing. The practice makes it possible to have more 
themes written with less danger of having pupils practice their errors. 
1Fred G. Walcott, "Experiments in Composition, 11 reprint from The 
Universitl Qf Michigan School of Educat~S;!! Bulleti!!J_ p. 16. 
2see pp. 12-13. 
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If the editing of some of the themes by the st'.1dents helps the 
young people to learn as well or better how to express their thoughts 
clearly and correctly than does the traditional rrethod of having all 
papers marked by the teacher, then the practice can well be used to save 
the time of the teacher for other recommended purposes. The method does 
make possible more writing experiences by ,na.1':ing possi1'Jle the editing 
of papers as fast as they are written. In this way students avoid 
practicine the many uncorrected errors which result when students write 
again before the first themes are corrected. It may be that the student 
participation in the editing is a motivation to more effective learniLb. 
For these reasons, the possibilities of student editing of themes need 
further investigation. 
This study was made in consideration of the two-fold need delineated 
above: namely, that the present results of teaching composition are not 
deemed adequate and that more effective ways and means of motivating 
students to develop writing skills are needed. 
Hypothesis and Basic Assumptions 
To facilitate the comparinr of the two methods of editing themes, 
the following experimental hypothesis was stated. The difference between 
the improvement in written composition made _gy students Jf freshman 
English who edit each other's th~ cooper~tively and the improvemeni 
made b;y: students all of whose themes are edited ]2y the teacher tends to 
fB!2!, the student editing. Improvement was to be that evidenced by 
changes in results shown by measuring instruments administered to the 
two groups of students. The hypothesis was based upon three assumptions. 
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First, improvemer.t in writine depends upon learning certain knowledges, 
skills, attitudes, and understandings of the language arts. Second, 
improvement in written composition can be seen and the extent to which 
it exists can be tested. Third, editing of themes is a contributing 
factor to improvement in written composition. 
Scope of the Study 
The study was limited in students, in facets of written composition 
to be tested, in kind of writing to be done, and in length of experimental 
time. Only those students enrolled in the first and second semester 
courses of freshman composition at Oklahor:1a Agricultural and l·iechanica.l 
College were included in the experiment. The writing was expository in 
nature. It involved, primarily, choosing a main idea about a given 
subject and then collecting and organizing relevant readings and class 
discussions. The facets observed and tested were language knowledge, 
correctness of performance, and organization of content as they relate 
to improvement in writing. The experiment time was a period of ten 
weeks during which five teachers conducted a control section and an 
experimental section each for thirty class meetingso In each section, 
each student wrote one theme per week until ten themes had been written. 
Definition of Editing 
The term editing was broadened for purposes of pupil and teacher 
procedure in this experiment. Editing did not include the concepts of 
grading, ranking, and the like. It was interpreted to include the 
following factors: 
1. Pointing out necessary revisions in such mechanics as 
usage, spelling, punctuation, capitalization, and 
sentence form. 
2. Pointing out such necessary revisions as definition, 
organization, classification, relevance, logic, choice of 
language, and illustration, etc. 
3. Pointing out incidence of excellence or of improvement in 
\.Iri ting. 
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By student group editing was meant the reading and marking of papers 
cooperatively by small groups or committees in the class. The teacher 
was to act in an advisory capacity only. By teacher editing was rooant 
any marking of papers by the teacher alone. l1ot at any time was the 
student editing or the teacher editing of themes to preclude the respon-
sibility of a student to revise and correct his paper before submitting 
it. 
Purpose and Procedure of the Experiment 
The purpose of the experiment was to try to find the difference, 
if any, between the improvement made in written composition by students 
who edit their themes cooperatively and the improvement made in written 
compositions by students whose themes are edited by the teacher. If 
any difference was found, it was purposed also to try to interpret the 
said difference. 
The design for the experiment included five teachers and ten section 
of students enrolled in freshman composition. Each section met three 
times a week. Each teacher was to have one control section and one 
experimental section. For the first four weeks all activities, materials 
tests, assignments, and subjects were to be alike for both sections 
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taught by one teacher. Themes one to four were to be read and marked 
by the teacher and returned to the writers. 
After the fourth theme was written, the procedure in the control 
sections was to continue as in the first four weeks with all the themes 
edited by the teachers. In the experimental sections, students were to 
edit themes five through nine. 
A concerted effort was made to keep all procedures alike in all 
the sections except for the method of editing thelll3s. Themes one, four, 
and ten were designated as test themes. All classes would write test 
themes on the same two days; that is, if Monday-Wednesday-Friday classes 
wrote on Friday, then Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday classes wrote on the 
following day. Subjects were to be agreed upon by the teachers in 
advance and preparatory reading was to be done, but students would not 
be given the theme subjects until they came to class for the writing. 
All students were to make corrections of their errors when the themes 
were returned. Rewriting was at the option of the teacher; but if 
themes were to be rewritten by one section, these of the other section 
were also to be rewritten. Grades were not to be considered part of 
the experiment, but if grades were to be placed on a set of themes for 
one section, they were also to be awarded to the correspondinr, set in 
the other section. Themes other than test themes might be written in 
or out of class, but the rules for any one theme must be the sr_tme for 
both sections. If such aids as the OFaque projector were to be used 
for one section, they were to be used for the other. 
Data to ascertain the amount of improvement in writing were 
obtained by means of the three test themes and forms Cm, Bm, and Am of 
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the Ba.rrett-Ryan-Schrammel ~8£1ish Test. To make scoring of the themes 
uniform and objective, an editing guide was prepared by the five partici-
pating teachers in accordance wi'th the aims of the course in freshman 
composition being taught. This guide was tested for validity and for 
reliability. 
The teachers met for conference and orientation once to three times 
weekly until the experiment was well under way and until they felt that 
they were in common agreement and understanding as to the experimental 
procedure and as to the use of the editing guide. 
After all materials were collected and posted, comparisons were 
made of individual gains and losses, of central tendencies of the control 
and experimental groups, and of differences between variances. The 
analyses of variance were made separately for language knowledge, for 
correctness of performance, and for organization of content. The sub-
jective evaluations of teachers and students were added to the comparisons 
and analyses. 
The following chapters contain an account of the population and 
materials of the experiment, the selection and developnent of criterion 
measures, the procedure of the experiment, the analysis of the data, and 
the conclusions and recommendations for further study and experiment. 
CHP.PT-r.:r;__ T':!O 
POPULATION AND MATr.:RIALS IN THE EYP~?.IMENT 
The staff and students, the course objectives, and the materials 
involved in this study were those found regularly in classes of freshman 
English at Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College. An attempt was 
made to keep all general procedures of the experiment as much like norrna.: 
and customary procedures and objectives qf the department as possible 
without violating the necessary terms of the problem itself. 
The Teachers and Classes 
Four of the five participating teachers were regula1 faculty member~ 
of the department. The fifth participant was a graduate assistant 
teaching her second semester of freshman composition, but having the 
master 1 s degree in English and havinr taught Enplish in the state high 
schools for twenty-five years. These five teachers are indicated 
throughout this and the following chapters as H-1, G-2, D-J, A-4, and 
B-7. A sixth member of the department, apnointed by the department 
chairman, acted as counselor to the experimenter and as a supervisory 
member of the orientation meetingso 
In the beginning, the sections were accepted just as they had been 
assigned to the individual teachers by enrollment at th0 registrar 1 s 
offices. lfo teacher 1rnew what studer,ts he would have until the first 
class meeting. However, in the sections of English 113, which is the 
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first s,emester course, those students having r.iade 3cores belnw the 
twentieth percentile on the language part of the American Council 2E. 
Education Psychological Examination were sent to remedial sections. 
Therefore the weakest students were ~ithdrawn from those sections before 
the experiment was begun. The test is required of all entering students; 
therefore, all the members of the second semester sections had also taken 
the test. Some students in all sections had completed the remedial course. 
One of the two sectlons taught by each teacher was desiµ:nated by 
the teacher as an experimental section and one as a control section. 
Thus five control sectio1:s comprised the control group and five experi-
mental sections, the experimental group. Students of the experimental 
sections were to edit five consecutive themes; in the control sections, 
all themes were to be edited by the teacher. 
Just as the assignment of students to secticns and the assignment 
of teachers to sections were matters settled previous to the experiment 
by customary administration procedure, so were the times of meeting also 
arranged. All of the sections in the experiment met in the mornings for 
fifty minutes periods. The Saturday mornine classes for three control 
secti.ons may have been adverse in their effects on outcomes because of 
the disfavor or Saturday classes by the students. Otherwise the time 
schedules were fairly balanced as may be seen in Table II. 
TABLE II 
SCHEDULE OF REGULAR MEETINGS OF SECTIONS 
Teacner ControJ. ~xperimentaL 
Section Section 
H-1 MWF - 10 MWF - 8 
G-2 TThS -· 8 MWF - 9 
D-3 TThS - 11 MWF - 9 
.A. ... 4 MWF - 8 MWF - 10 
B-7 TThS - 8 MWF - 8 
Sizes o.f the complete sections were decidedly unequal, varying 
~rom
1
nineteen students to thirty as shown in Table III. However, in 
,rde; to balance the size of sections, the data for only fifteen 
~ ~tudents from each section were used in the study. Two steps were 
~ 
~aken to choose these students to ce used in the e:xperiment&l study, 
TABLE III 
SIZE OF MEMBERSHIPS OF SECTIONS IN THE EXPERIMENT 
Methods Teachers 
j 
H-1 G-2 ! D-3 A-L.. B-? Total 
Control 21 26 27 29 30 133 
Experimental 25 19 20 24 25 I 113 
Total 46 45 47 53 55 246 
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First, students whose 1..rorJ.: was incomplete or who had not taki=m the 
various tests at the repularly scheduled times were removed from the 
study list. Second, from the names of students whose work was complete 
• 
and done according to schedule, fifteen were drawn from each section by 
means of a table of random numbers.l This drawing at random of fifteen 
names from each of ten sections made a total of r,ne hundred fifty cases 
to be considerEd in the statistical analyses. 
Four of the five pairs of sections contained students enrolled in 
the second semester course, or English 203. These sections and their 
respective teachers are designated in this study as H-1, G-2, D-3, and 
A-4. A single section will be referred to as control H-1, experimental 
H-1, and so on. Sections B-7 were composed of st11dents enrolled in the 
first semester course, or English 113. As was said previously, some of 
the students in both the first semester course and the second serrester 
course had had a special remedial course at the beginning of their 
college careers. 
The two groups were not equated as to scores made in mental ability 
tests. Table IV shows that the control group surpassed the experimental 
group in average mental ability by 5.24 points as measured by the American 
Council~ Education Psychological Examinationo These averages were 
obtained from the scores of the fifteen subjects in each section chosen 
at random for statistical analyses. The ranee of scores is 37.67 for 
the control sections and 32.40 for the experimental sections. The 
difference of 3.67 between the two ranges is considerably lower than 
the range of 15.00 between the most unequal pair of sections. 
lJames E. Wert et aL, Statistical iv\ethods in Edncation and 
Psychological Research {New York, 1954;,~416.~ 
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TABLE IV 
AVERAGP.S OF RAW SCORES ON 
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATIOH PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION 
Teacher Control Group Experimental Group Difference 
H-1 100.07 84.33 15074 
G-2 104. 53 105.27 - .74 
D-3 113.P.0 106.33 7.47 
A-4 100.73 95.80 4.93 
B-7 75.73 73.93 1.80 
Total 
Groups 98.97 93.13 5.84 
Another factor which may or may not have affected the results of 
the experiment was the imbalance of interests between the two groups 
which may be visualized in a study of the schools represented. (See 
Table V, page 29.) The experimental groups had a ratio of thirty-eight 
students of agriculture to thirteen in the control group, of thirty·-one 
students of arts and science to seventeen in the control group, and of 
fourteen home economics students to nine in the control group. The 
commerce and engineering ratios favor the control group but with 
narrower margins. 
The above observations of differences between sizes and meeting 
times of sections, between individuals in mental ability, in interests, 
and between distribution of these individuals in the t"'o method groups 
are factors to be kept in mind when interpreting the statistical treat-
ment of the data. 
:::,nn 
TABLE TT ) 
DISTRIBUTI::N OF r:mrcn:r L SECTinn t-'1"4'.MPERSHI:PS A~:ORDit;G TO SCHOOLS 
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Course ObjP-ctives 
Course objectives were somewhat the same for both first and second 
semester composition except for the point of emphasis. Stating a main 
idea and developing it; making all matter in the theme relevant, coherent, 
complete, and properly proportioned; paragraphing effectively; achieving 
a fair degree of effectiveness in word and sentence use; and appropriate 
paragraphing were expected of students in both courses. ·rn the first 
semester courseJsuch items as spelling, punctuation, sentence structure, 
usage, and diction were stressed; in the advanced course, these were 
required, but L",ore emphasis was placed upon organization of thought. 
The course description for English llJ, which was the first semester 
course, prescribed both direct and indirect approaches. 
Indirect training in writing is given by means of some 
instruction in granunatical usage, p-q.nctuation, and related 
mechanical matters. Direct training is given the greater 
emphasis; it takes the form of a series of compositions 
written by the student according to general specifications 
laid down by the teacher. These themes are marked by the 
teacher and corrected by the student. The compositions are 
mainly expository and by the end of the semester he is 
expected to be able to choose a subject intelligently, 
organize it clearly, and discuss it effectively and in good 
form.1 
Chapters in the text which were studied early in the course includ1ed 
specific discussions and illustrations of how to choose a topic; how to 
narrow the topic to suit the occasion, time, and space of the writing; 
how to distinguish between fact and judgment; how to state a thesis or 
nain idea; and how to develop that idea by means of facts, illustrations, 
ietails, and reasoning. In addition to these materials, each student 
had a. copy of a review guide for studying the phases of grammatical 
lcommittee on Composition,~ Proposal for the !eaching pf English 
113 (Dittoed Report to the English Faculty of Oklahoma Arricultural and 
·1echanical College, 1954), p. 1. 
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usage, spellinc, and punctuation which most car.fuse freshman students 
at Oklahoma Agricultural and 11,echanical College. Special training in 
the use of the dictionary was also given. 
In the statement of reading objectives of the course, the coillTlittee 
on freshman composition at Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College 
had recommended the relation of the material in the readings to the 
student's personal experience and the stimulation of the student's interest 
and thought so that his own compositions mipht be more than mechanical 
writing choreso For these purposes, most of the writing followed sollV:l 
line of thought relevant to previo'.1s reading and to class discussion of 
the article read. 
In English 203, the second semester course, the same objectives 
were continued, More, however, was expected of the student in the way 
of style, organization, and critical thinking. Various models of expo-
sition were analyzed to see what kind of thinking had been done in order 
to carry out a predetermined purpose. In this course, each assignrrent 
was given to outlining as well as to the choosing of a pattern appro-
priate to the "theme idea," 
Each student enrolled in English 113 owned as textbooks the following: 
Modern English Handbook by Gorrell and Laird, ! Quarto of Mcxiern Literature 
by Perrin and others, the above mentioned review fUide, and a dictionary. 
In the second course, the Quarto of Modern Literature was replaced by 
the ~{riter' s Reader by Souers and others. 
CHAPTER THREE 
SELECTING AND DEVELOPING THE CRITERICl; MEASURES 
The Need for Developing Measuring Instruments 
The lack of reliable and valid tests that will measure how well 
a student writes presented the greatest difficulty in this study. To 
measure the criterion of language knowledge, there are tests that are 
reputable and that are easily administereN. To measure actual writing 
skill directly and reliably, there are no standard measurir~ instruments 
at the college level. Since three criteria had been selected for this 
study but an instru.~ent of measurement had been found for only one of 
the three, then it was necessary to make an instrument for measuring the 
change of performance in mechanics and in organization of content. Before 
attempting to select a test of language knowledge or to make a test of 
mechanics and one of organization of content, a study was made of what 
had been done in the pasttoascertain achievement in writing. 
The lack of a desirable device for measuring change ~n writing 
ability has been a problem of concern and controversy since composition 
first gained its place in the curriculwn. Hany efforts have been made 
during the past half century to make some kind of standard to measure 
the quality of written composition, but none have been found to possess 
a satisfactory degree of reliability and validity. Composition scales, 
indirect tests on composition, and multiple readers of theD'Bs are the 




One of the earliest efforts "to reduce the variability in scoring 
the mechanical and structural aspects of cornposition 11 l v1as ma.de by 
J. W. Rice in 1903. Hice read a story to pupils in various schools 
and had them reproduce the story in vri ting. The fir st drafts were 
arranged in five piles, averages we!·e computed and sample papers were 
selected to serve as guides to the scoring of other themes. These 
crude scales were not objective, but they marked a step toward scien-
tific measurement of composition. 
The first scientific rreasuring device for quality of writing was 
the Hillegas Scale of 1912. Hillegas adopted a zero point and an unit 
of difference in quail ty based upon the grading of two hundred exp er j_-
enced judges. The scale consists of ten compositions arranged in 
ascending order from zero. It is long and complex, and is very diffi-
cult to use,2 
In 1914, F. W. Ballou made the second attempt at scientific 
measurement of the quality of 'I.Titing when he devised the Harvard----
N~wton Scales. These included one scale for each of the four discourses 
(narration, description, exposition, and arrurnentation). Each scale 
was made from six compositions written by eifhth grade pupils and graded 
by twenty-five teachers. The Harvard-Newton Scales are said to be 
easier to use than the Hillegas Scale, but they :rake unusual restrictions 
and are limited in their scope.3 
1National Society for the Study of Education, The Twenty-Second 
Yearbook, Part J.: English Composition ( Chicago, 1923), p. 42. 
2
Ibid., pp. 43-44. 
3Ibi!:!., pp. 45-4 7. 
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E. L. Thorndike extended the Hillegas Seal~ in 1915 by substituting 
new samples for some of the old and by adding other samples near the 
middle of the scale.I 
The next year, Trabue at Columbia Univ$reity made another attempt 
11 to derive one or more scales for the measurement of abill ty along 
certain lines closely related to language. n2 This effort involved the 
testing of pupils in two new York schools over a period of three months 
in 1914. The test began with a list of fifty-six sentences. By selecting 
from this second list two sentences for each grade, each sentence diffi-
cult enough that only fifty per cent of that grade could complete it 
successfully, Trabue compiled Language Scale! for use from gz:ade two 
through the freshman year of college. Pupils from several states took 
the new scale using the time limit of fifteen minutes for the twenty-
four sentences. It was found that there was no difference in the abilities 
of children of the same grade in different states. Trabue rated the 
scale as of little value except as an "illustration of how improvement 
may be measured now that we have scales on which the ccnsecutive steps 
are equal. 11 3 He had much confidence in scales B and C. which had been 
made from the original fifty-six sentences. He reported correlation 
coefficients of .85 with the Binet intelligence tests and of 072 with 
the Hillegas Scaleo In 1917, Trabue suppiemented th3 Hillega~ Scale. 
1 Ibid., pp. 47-49. 
2Marion Rex Trabue, Completion-Test Language §cales (New Yark, 
1916), p. 1. 
3 Ibid., p. 26. 
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11 The Willing Scale has been characterized es at once the most 
promising and most disappointinp attempt to devise a diagnostic compo-
sition scale. This verdict is based upon the claim that Hilling 
analyzed composition while designing his scale, and then undid what he 
had accomplished by recombining the scores on the various qualities 
into one composite grade • 11 1 In explaining his rnethcd, ' .. :illing gave 
these four principles 11 p:r"operly determinative of rnethcd in measuring 
written composition 11 ;2 
1. The accomplish.11ent of pupils in written c ompo:,i tion 
nhould be examined in their original work. 
2. Spontaneity and interest in writing these compositions 
should be secured by assigning a subject of certain and 
wide suegestion to all the pupils. 
3. The test should be administered in exactly the same way in 
all schools. 
4. The papers should be graded by one person. 
In the early nineteen-twenties, M. J. Van '.-lagP,nen made the Minnesota 
English Composition Scales, in which he employed the desirable features 
of 
coarsely dia17nostic scales without including their inherent 
disadvantages. He has devised separate scales for narration, 
description, and exposition, and has furnished careful instruc-
tions for estimating composition merit analytically. Separate 
values have been assigned to each specimen in each scale for 
Thought, Content, Structure, and Mechanics. The three 
qualities are not evaluated in equivalent terms in the same 
scale, but each quality in each scale furnished practically 
an equivalent scale for the same quality in either of the 
other two discourses. That is, a 72 in Thought Content is not 
equivalent to a 72 in either Structure of ?,1echanics within the 
same scale; but 72 in Thought Content on any one of the scales 
is practically equivalent to a 72 in Thought Content on either 
of the other two scales.3 
1Hational Society for the Study of Education, 212• cit,, p. 51. 
2M. H. ':Jillingi 11The Measurement of '/ri tten Composi tlon in Grades 
IV to VII, 11 The Eng ish Journal, VII (March, 1918), p. 193. 
3National Society for the Study of :Sducation, QE• cit., pp. 51-52. 
In both the quality scales and th:! C scorel scales the 
nature of the attainment can be visualized. If a pupil's 
theme merits a score of 60 in English composition it means 
that about half of the time he may be expected to write 
compositions of this quality.2 
An adequate measure of a pupil's ability is obtainad only 
by finding the average of several specimens. This average 
represents a quality which he may be expected to fall below 
or surpass equally often. Even in rating a single specimen 
with a quality scale the scare represents neither the best 
nor worst features of the specimen but again an average 
quality •••• The C score method is based on the assumption 
that the varying degrees of complexity within an ability are 
distributed in a normal fashion for an individual just as the 
amounts of ability are normally distri' ,uted amoung a group) 
Quality scores on an English composition scale are far 
more adequate than school mad:s in discovering what teachers 
of English expect of students.4 
0 0 0 o 0 
The students themselves would soon come to know what they 
must achieve in order to obtain the marks they desire. (That 
is, if grades are based on the use of the composition scales.) 
The marks would also indicate to a teacher how well new 
students might be expected to write and the goal that would 
lie within their reasonable attainment.5 
Other devices for measuring the quality of written composition 
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were the Breed and Fr~tic Scale for sixth grade, the Hudelson Scales, 
the Lewis Narration Seal~, and Lewis Letter-':Iri ting Seal~. Of 
Hudelson 1 s Ty-pica1 Composition Abilitx Scale it has been said that 
1c scores are derived scores based upon deviation from the average 
in units of one-tenth of a quartile deviation. 
2 M. J. Van Wagenen, fl Teachers 1 ~ual in the Use of the Educational 
Scales (Bloomington, Illinois, 1928), p. 1. 
3Ibid., p. 12. 
4Ibid., p. 66. 
5rbig., p. 74. 
the scale suffers from two very serio·1s disa.dvantaf"3S which 
seem to be inherent in all scale ma.kine. In the first place, 
scales are not diagnostic. If a pupil gets a low score the 
teacher has no means of knowing what is lacking or what to 
do about it. The second disadvantage is lack of reliability. 
The correlation of median judgments of the eirht experienced 
judges on the paired compositions raneed from .69 to .84. 
Had there been only one judge (as is the case w~en one teacher 
uses the scale) the reliability coefficient could hardly have 
been more than .40. This is not much better than sheer 
guessing.1 · 
Indirect Pr~dures 
During the nineteen thirties, the indirect method of rooasuring 
written composition ability was developed in "a number of ingenious 
objective techniques for measuring various aspects of the ability to 
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write correctly. 11 2 These objective techniques concerned such items as 
grammar,. usLge, and punctuation. They were used to predict ability to 
write correctly. Trabue's sentence completion scales were among the 
earliest of these objective tests. By 1947, the new technique was 
being used in the English Composition Test by the College Entrance 
Examination Board, but not vi thout s1-:epticism.J 
Among the objective tests used at the college level are: The 
Cooperative English Test, The Barrett-Ryan-Sc~ammel English Test, 
The Iowa Placement Examinaticns, the Horgan Test of Modern English 
Qsage: the Purdue Placement Test in English, and California Language 
Tes~. The cooperative tests are multiple choice tests on mechanics 
1oscar Krisen Buras (Ed.), The Fourth Viental Heasurements Yearbook 
(Highland Park, New Jersey, 1953), p. 120. 
2Ibid., p. 117. 
JI bid. 
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of expression, effecti vemess of expression, vocabulary, speed of compre-
hension, level of comprPhension; and total ccmprehension. A validity 
study of Form OM and the 1937 forms by McCullourh and Flanagan showed 
a median correlation of • 53 with teachers' estimates, l Four levels of 
the California Language Test are available. The advanced test is 
available in three forms. Each form has fifteen items on capitalization, 
ten on punctuation, twenty-five on words and sentences, seventeen on 
parts of speech, thirteen on syntax, and the remaining thirty on spelling. 
The Barrett-Ryan-Schramme1 Eng1~sh Test is described elsewhere in this 
chapter. The revised form of the Iowa Placement Tests has had its 
section on recognition of effective sentences eliminated, thus lirr~ting 
the test to a multiple choice section of spelling and true-false sections 
on punctuation and usage. Its norms are based solely on college freshman 
populations. 2 In the Purdue test, there are eight scores: namely, 
punctuation, granunatical classification, recognition of grar.matical 
errors, sentence structure, reading, vocabulary, spelling, and total. 
Although the objective test yield higher coefficients of reliability 
and validity than the composition scales, they receive much criticism. 
The chief criticism is 
They do not yield direct evidence of the ability to use English 
effectively in speech and writinr. Instead, objective type 
tests, such as the Cooperative tests of mechanics of expression 
and effectiveness of expression, do measure directly such skills 
as proofreading, error location, and criticism of written mater-
ials. Two points should be made. One is that such skills 
may be important in their own richt and as such constitute 
legitimate educational objectives. If so, then progress in 
1
constance H. McCullough and "Tohn C. Flanagan, 11The Validity of 
the Machine-Scorable Cooperative English Test, 11 Journal .Qf Experimental 
Educati.QE, VII (March, 1939), 229-234. 
2Buros, 2.£• cit., p. 167, 
these skilb should be appraised periodically in order to 
determine the effectiveness of those parts of the program that 
are designed to promote these skills. The other is that such 
skills may be related to the ability to use English effectively 
in speech and in writing. If so, then measures of proficiency 
in these s'dlls may provide an important index of the 11real11 
ability. The validity of these Cooperative tests of mechanics 
of expression and effectiveness of e~ressicn must be consid-
ered from both these points of view.l 
The above criticism by Chester Harris of the validity of objective 
language tests is supported by Harry A. Greene thus: 
Most objective language tests introduce certain elements 
of invalidity. The invalidity arises from the fact that such 
tests rely on the pupil's ability tor ecognize, identify, and 
correct errors as evidence of mastery. The ability to recog-
nize and correct certain types of errors is not in itself a 
convincing evidence of the fact that the usage in question 
is a part of the individual's own habits of expression. Pupils 
frequently respond correctly in objective tests to items which 
they do not use correctly in their own expression. 
Error counts based upon a pupil's written expression are 
not practical substi tut.es for other more objective measurement 
of language abilities.2 
Multiple Reade;r Procedure 
The third method of measuring writing ability, that of multiple 
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readers of essays written on assiened subjects, has been championed by 
the College Entrance Examination Board and by many individual colleges, 
The method is used extensively in experimental si t11ations. The College 
Placement Test in English and the College Entrance Examination Board 
Achievement Test in English Composition combine the objective type with 
the essay type. In the former, there are eipht scores: grammar, punctu-
ation, sentence structure, readinr, syntax, vocabulary, theme, and total. 
The second half of the test consists of writing, in sixty minutes, an 
1Ibid., p. 155, 
2EncyclopecUa of Educational Research (~Jew York, 1950), p. 394. 
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impromptu theme on one of ten topics. There are nc data of relia11ili ty 
or validity. The latter test is prepared especially for the College 
Entrance Examinations Admissions Board and is varied in form from year 
to year. In 1947, findings of the board 11 indicated that a full-length 
(sixty minutes) test composed of essay material would have ~arkedly less 
predictive value of teachers' ratings of ability to write expository 
prose and course grades in English than a full-length test composed 
entirely of objective material. 11 1 
Noyes, however, had shown earlier how the coefficient of reading 
reliability had "climbed from .50 in 1933 to .P-4 in 1937 and .88 in June, 
1939. n2 He described three main lines along which the development of 
the comprehensive examination given by the College Entrance Examination 
Board had been taking place: namely, preparation of the examination, 
training of the readers, and grading of answer books. 
Changes in the preparation of the examination included replacement 
of the list of topics by a siD['.le topic based on reading or other experi-
ences cCJllillon to all the candidates and the pretesting of the questions. 
Readers began their training by first writing the examination in 
the same amount of time ullotted to the candidates. The purpose of this 
writing was to familiarize the readers thoroughly with the questions 
and to enable them to understand the candidates 1 problems. The second 
phase of training was the study and criticism of previously graded 
sample answers. Then the reuders graded a seccnd set of sample answers. 
1 
Bures,~£· cit., p. 176. 
2Edward S. J'oyes, 11 Becent Trends in the Comprehensive Examination 
in English, 11 Education Record, XXI (cTanuary, 1940), 107. 
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Of the thirty-five readers, twenty Wfce found to bP, in virtual agreement 
on the second set of sample answerso The elaborate trair~ng, together 
with standard directions for grading, was said to result in a high 
degree of uniformity of grading by the readers. 
The third series of changes came about in the system of grading. 
From the "per cent" method used before 1934, the s:rstem of n:arking the 
examination was changed to an analytically determi~d series of points. 
These points were suggested by the terms and purpose of the question 
itself. Readers merely arranged the answer books in order of their 
excellence. They had no responsibility for passing or failing a student. 
By 1950, the College Entrance Examination Board English test had 
become a one-term examination divided into three twenty-minute sections. 
Three types of questirns in each section required writing; three other 
types were to be answered by choosing the correct answer from several 
alternatives. Thus the college entrance examination had come to include 
both "objective and written answer, desicned to; e fair to all candi-
dates. 111 There was already some reason to helieve that the new test 
might 11 overcome many of the difficulties of setting question, scoring, 
administration, and low validi ty 112 of the past. Huddleston's study, 
however, shows reliability coefficients of .78 for the objective Ene-lish 
test and .96 for the verbal test, but only 062 for re~ding of the essay 
quest ion. 3 The fix st two, Huddleston deemed satisfactory; the last 
one, unsatisfactory. 
1william C. Fells, r1The College Board English Cor.1posi tion Test-
Pre sent and Future," Education, LXXI (September, 1950),, 5. 
2
Ibid., Po 10. 
3Edi th H. Huddleston, 11 },~easurernent of :·.'ri ting f,bili ty at the College-
Entrance Level: Objective Versus Subjective Testing Techniques, 11 Jour~ 
of Experimental Education, XXII (>larch, 1951+) 9 201.,. 
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Much care had be1en t.a)rnn to obtain reliability in the rea<lj_ng of 
papers. Coward found subjective overall judgment of a composition to be 
.faster than reading for a number of specific items, but less reliable. 
He said, ttit is likely that the reading reliability of the two methods 
would be a bout the same if the same amount of time were taken. nl Coward 1 
data showed no evidence that, differenct abilities w1ere evaluated by the 
two methods of reading. Guerber reported reliability o.f .876 for reader 
of exposition when each tl-J.eme was rated for purpose, content, organi-
zation, language, paragraphing, spelling, and punctuation. The corre-
lation was .91 with the Air Force Institute test on correctness and 
effectiveness of expression~2 Earlier, Van Hagenen had had each compo-
si tion rated three times: once for content, once for mechanics, and once 
for structure. He had the·n computed the merit score by formula. Jordan 
said, "This procedure looked efficient but did not work out so well in 
practice because the errors of rating were probably additive. At any 
rate, the reliability of the scales' application was no higher than 
when only general merit was ratedo 11 3 Hill insists, on the other hand, 
that "we must bring to the reading of themes the same sort of detailed 
analysis which we give to understanding the literature we teacho u4 
1A. F. Coward, 11 Comparison of Two Methods of Grading English Compo-
si tion, n Jol!E_nal of Educational Research, XLVI (October, 1952), 93. 
2John C. Guerber, "Testing and Evaluation in the Skills of Comrnuni-
cation,11 College English, IX (April, 1948), 375-384. 
3A. M. Jordan, Measurement .in ;Education (New York, 1953), p. 1650 
4Archibald A. Hill, "Correctness and Style in English Cornposi tion, 11 
_College Eng11.sh, XII (February, 1951), 285 .. 
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At a workshop of the Conference on College Composi tior, and 
Communication in 1951, it was agreed that "the paper written at the 
final examination should demonstrate the objectives of the course. 111 
A year later, the report from a similar work shop stated that "the 
non-objective examination seems to be most corranonly used in promoting 
students in freshman cornposi tion. 11 2 Ranking was considered a secondary 
purpose; tests were said to require validity for both the course 
material and the learning process; and in scaring non-objective examin-
ations, consensus was preferred to single-reader methods. Members of 
the workshop agreed that the essay examination had many advantages. At 
the workshop in 1954,3 there was little agreement on a specific list of 
minimum essentials. Instead there was doubt about their value. All 
members agreed, however, that content was more important than mechanics 
but more difficult to evaluate. They agreed also that structure of the 
theme was important in gradin~ a paper. 
There seems from these and other reports to be near agreement on 
the following points concerning the evaluation of writing ability: 
1. \Jri ting ability is best shown by samples of the student I s 
writing. 
2. An hour is sufficient time for writing. 
3. Topics should be within the student's understanding and 
experience. 
111
Reading and Grading Themes, 11 College Composition and Communi-
cation, II (December, 1951), 14-15. 
2 
"The Relevance of Tests to the Communication Course," Collece 
Composition~£ Communication, III (December, 1952), 21-23. 
311Reading and Grading Themes, n College Composition and Corrmuni-
cation, V (October, 1954), lOP-109" 
4. Testing should follow the course objectives. 
5. Evaluation should be objective. 
6. Pre-training of the judges increases the reliability of 
the evaluation. 
7. It may be well to give both objective and non-objective 
types of tests. 
8. Multiple scores are desirable, but probably not to be 
added. 
Because of the above described lack of appropriate, valid, and 
reliable tests for measuring general writing ability, an attempt was 
made to use as criteria for evaluation those specific course objectives 
which could be definedo Objectives of knowledge and skill were included. 
Attitudes were omitted because of their subjectivity. It was assumed 
that if knowledge and skill are used then understanding exists o Three 
criteria were chosen but their scopes were treated separately. These 
criteria were language knowledge, correctness of performance, and organi-
zation of content. It was not presumed, however, that these criteria 
are completely objective. They were an attempt to rule subjectivity out 
of the measurement and to hold certain factors constant in the judgingo 
Writing is a subjective exercise in which any one of many forms may be 
correct and in which the comprehension depends upon the experience of 
the reader as much as on the experience of the writer. These criteria 
do not necessarily measure all the writing skillse 
Definition of Criteria to be Measured 
By language knowledge is meant the ability to answer questions 
about spelling, grammar, punctuation, usage, word choice, and the like; 
to determine whether or not given words, phrases, sentences, or paragraphs 
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are correct; to detect and correct errors in writing; and to supply 
missing data such as words, punctuation, or capitalization. In other 
words, lanpuage knowledge refers to the ability required by the objec-
tive type tests. Whether or not this type of testing predicts writing 
ability is not a part of this problem. It is presumed, however, that 
good performance depends upon a certain amount of knowledge. 
By correctness of performance is meant the actual use of correct 
spelling, grammar, punctuation, capitalization, word choice, and manu-
script form in original wri tinf. For the sa:rn of brevity, correct 
performance is referred to as mechanics. 
Organization of content, as its name implies, concerns the devel-
opment of thought. It requires the statement of an idea to be conveyed 
and the effective marshalling of fact, examples, reasoning, definition, 
and detail to communicate that idea clearly and forcefully. 
To evaluate a student's language ability in terms of these three 
criteria, one simply asks three questions and see:rn their answers. 
What knowledges does the student have about such items as spelling, 
grammatical usage, and punctuation? How well does he use these tech-
nical knowledges in his writing? Does he orpanize and present his 
thoughts on a given subject clearly and effectively? 
Test Selected for Language Knowledge 
As a measure of languagf' ;{nowledr0, forms Arr., Bm, and Cm of the 
Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel English Test were used. This test was chosen 
primarily because it could he administered e&sily in one class period 
and because there seemed little li:,:elihood that it had been taken 
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recently in high school hy the students. The test contains thirty items 
on sentence structure and diction, seventy on cr~rnmatical forms, and 
fifty on punctuation. The part on sentence strncture and diction 
contains two paragraphs in which words are underlined. Students are 
to indicate on the answer sheet whether or not the underlined expression 
is incorrectly used or incorrectly placed. The second part is a story 
divided into sections of two lines each. In each section t~ere is an 
underlined word. At the right of each section is a list of three items, 
one of which defines the right form to be used. Students are to indicate 
whether or not the underlined word is wrong and also to choose the right 
item explaining the form to be used. The third part is a story in which 
punctuation marks and blank spaces between wards are underlined. Students 
are to indicate whether or not the punctuation or the lack of punctuation 
is wrong. 
The Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel English Test is purported to "measure 
objectively student and class proficiency on the essential mechanics of 
English - punctuation, diction, sentE=mce str 1_1cture, and the rudimer.ts 
of grammar. nl Its content was chosen from leading textbooks and courses 
of study. Correlation coefficients between scores at the beginning of 
a semester and final semester rrar\s in English composition were • 73, 
.74, .73, and .75 respectively for three groups of first semester college 
freshman and one group of first semester college sopho~ores. These 
coefficients were said by the authors show a fair degree of validity. 
Reliability coefficients were said by the authors to range from .88, 
correlation between Forms /\m and Cm, to .94, correlation between the 
1 
E. R. Barrett, Teresa ~"~. Ryan, .:nd H. E. Schrarnmel, Barrett-Ryan-
Schrammel English Test: Manual of J2irection (Yonl·ers-on-Hudson, !:ew York, 
1938), p. 1. --
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odd and even items of Form Am. The uncorrected coefficients were .89, 
.84, and .84. 
Development of a Measure for Judging Themes 
To measure ability in correctness of performance and in organization 
of content, themes written under the supervision of the teachers were 
used as tests. Because of the heavy teacher load in the English depart-
ment and because of the expense of hiring and training outside judges, 
multiple readings of each theme were unfeasible. An alternate procedure 
was believed to be a carefully prepared guide made by the participating 
teachers who worked as a group to reach agreement on the interpretation 
of each item of such guide. The guide was made in accordance with the 
objectives of first and second semester English composition and was 
called Guide for Editing Expository Theme~. The guide is divided into 
parts: one for judging the organization and one for recordinr.up to a 
given maximum, the number of mechanical errors. 
~diting Guide, Part .Q!!~ 
The first part of the guide is a descriptive score card divided 
into four parts: namely, the statement and following of the main idea, 
the development of the theme, paragraphing, and reader appeal. 
The writer had, before the experiment, outlined the principles 
of writing as given in the Modern English Handbooko 1 She had then 
nade the outline into a check sheet2 for aiding students to revise 
their them:is before handing them in. With this check sheet, the te&chers 
loorrell and Liard, ,22. cit. 
2see appendix for copy. 
of the experiment began. Its possibilities were discussed and other 
check sheets were brought tc later meetings oy members of the group. 
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The aims of English 113 and English 203 were studied. Members of the 
group asked many questions of each other concerning custorna.ry procedures 
and methods of teaching. Thus all five teachers made an effort to agree 
upon the outcomes to be judged with the aid of the guide. 
The first format to be considered for 1Jse included four di visions 
weighted as follows: main idea, twenty-five points; development, ~ifty 
points; paragraphinr, ten points; and reader appeal, fifteen poi~ts. 
Under each division were questions that could be answered "".'es" or 
11 No. 11 1 This form was thought to be inadequate for statistical purposes, 
but the divisions and the questions were retained. 
The second draft of part one combined the divisions and questions 
with descriptive scales. Under each question was a lir.e divided into 
sections numbered to indicate values zero to ten or zero to fifteen. 
Under the line at the left end was a description of desirable perform-
ance receiving an unlimited "Yes. 11 Under the right end of the line 
was a description of undesirable performance to receive an unqualified 
"No." Under the middle of the line was a description presumably midway 
between the two extremes. On this line a judge was to check the value 
which expressed his judgment. The descriptions were aids in ascertaining 
the scores. 
To test the resulting guide for reliability ten sample themes 
were reproduced and given to each te&cher to be scored b~,r use of the 
ruide. Correlation coefficients were found for the ra::-i!dng of these 
1 
See a~pendix for copy. 
TABLE VI 
ITEM APALYSIS OF PART ON"E OF THE EDITD1 G GUIDE 
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Note: The numbers in parentheses a:ce Fisher z-functions. 
P12 represents the c~rrelation of ranks given by 
,judges one and two; t'l3, of judges one and three; 
and so on. 
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themes by each pair of judges on the entire thenes and on each item of 
part one. Table VI shows all the rank correlation coefficients for the 
first part. To get the aver~ges, all coefficients were translated by 
tablel into Fisher's z-coefficients; then they were averaged and the 
results translated back to rho's. This was done with the assumption 
that rho can be treated as can the product-moment !•2 The sampling 
distribution of the function z is said to be approximately normal.3 
The coefficient of .67 for the test was significant at the .05 level 
but not at .01.4 
Item C, with an average coefficient of • 76, was the only i tern 
that was significantly reliable. This coefficient indicates with some 
confidence that the judges agree on a student's ability to paragraph 
his theme effectively. The question was, "Is each paragraph justified 
and sufficiently developed?" 
Item B5 had the lowest coefficient. Two pairs of judges showed 
negative correlation; that is, one judge tended to rate high those 
themes that the other rated low, keeping the rank order opposite rather 
than parallel. The question of item five was "Is the point of view 
appropriate and consistent? 11 Further study of this i tern showed differ-
enc es of interpretation and lack of consensus as to the relative impor-
tance of point of view as a factor to be tested. The item was thrown out. 
1 Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education, (New 
York, 1953), p. 426. 
2 
Ibid., p. 355. 
3rbict., p. 198. 
4 Ibid., Table 25, p. 200. 
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The second least reliable i tern was B2, 11 Is the substance i:r: logical 
order?" It was revised to read thus: 11 Is the substance clear, properly 
connected, and in proper order? 11 
A new item was added to replace the omitted B5. It asked, "Is 
there valid reasoning supported by fact? 11 Then all of the items and 
descriptions were revised to ma1-:-e them more specific. 
Complaints from judges about the difficulty in deciding what score 
a student had made on any given item led to the removal of the numerical 
values altogether from part one. Directions were changed so that a 
judge merely made a chec 1<: mark above the description which best fit the 
student's performance on that item. If a description was too good, but 
the lower description was not good enoufh for the particular performance, 
then the mark was to be made between the two descriptions. This arrange-
ment made five possible markings. No score was placed on this part of 
the guide by the judge. Later the values of zero to four were to be 
superimposed upon each item for statistical purposes. This made a total 
score of thirty-six points instead of the original one hundred. The 
trial ~de and three other guides of the developmental stages are in 
appendix B. Following is the revised form of part one of the guide as 
it was used in the experiment. 
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GUIDE FOR EDITH;G EXPOSITORY THEMES 
I. Organization of Content 
Directions: Place a check above the description that is true of the 
paper. If one statement is insufficient and the next is too inclusive, 
check between the two. 
A. Main Idea 




Complete and clear, 
but not specific 
Absent, obscure, 
or incorrect 
2. Is the statement actually developed throughout the theme? 
Completely and 
clearly developed 
B. Development of the Theme 
Developed, but with some 
digressions or omissions 
Ignored 
1. Relevance: Is all irrelevant matter excluded from the theme? 
I J 
All matter relevant 
to the main idea 
Minor irrelevance Little or no 
relevance 
2. Coherence: Is the substance clear, properly connected, and in 
proper order? 
Clear, in proper order, 
with proper use of 
connectives and tran-
sition 
Clear and in proper 
order, but with some 
faulty connectives 




3. Completeness: Is there enough detail to develop the subject? 
Proper use of detail, 
incident, illustration, 
general and specific 
terms 
Minor weaknesses 
in use of detail 
Too general, lack 
of detail 
4. Proportion and Emphasis: Are proportion and emphasis appropriate 






Minor errors in 
subordination 
___ / 
No subordination of 
minor details, lack 
of proper emphasis, 
or lack of proportion 
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5. Fact and Reasoning: Is there valid reasoninp. supported by fact? 
-~~--~--~~--~~~~---/ 
Ample and accurate facts, Minor weakness Overuse of judgment, 
valid reasoning in use of fact invalid reasoning 
and judgment 
C. Paragraphing: Is each paragraph justified and sufficiently developed? 
I ~ 
Fully justified and All justified, but Unjustified 
sufficiently developed so~e incomplete paragraphs 
D. Reader Appeal: Are the words, sentences, and illustrations appropriate 
and the beginning and end clear-cut and effective? L ________________ _ 
Forceful, smooth, varied 
and interesting sentences; 
appropriate words and 
illustrations; clear-cut 









beginning and end; 
poor choice of words 
and illustrations 
This new edition of part one of the guide can be said to have 
face validity because it is made up from the specific aims of the course 
and in terms of the students' own textbooks. Data obtained from scoring 
themes one, four, and ten of the experiment revealed reliability coeffi-
cients of .88, .86, and .88 respectiyely by the Kuder-Richardson farmula 
21. Corrected for spurious correlation, 1 the coefficients are .73, .70, 
and .72 respectively. These corrected coefficients are higher than the 
original uncorrected • 67, and the Kuder-Richardson formula is reputed 
to underestimate reliability.2 
l.rhe correction for spurious correlation istt when 
number of items. See Garrett, .QE. cit., pp. 399-401. 
N equals the 
2 
G. F. Kuder and M. W. Richardson, "The Theory of the Estimation 
of Test Reliability, 11 Psychometrika, II (September, 1937), 159. 
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Another item analysis was made of the final guid8 to find i tern 
diff'icul ty and discriminating power o This analysis was based on the 
scores made by the highest twenty-seven per cent and the lowest twenty-
seven per cent of' the students writing the first test theme. Since 
ten different classes taught by different teachers were included in the 
study, the highest twenty-seven per cent and the lowest twenty-seven 
per cent of each class were chosen and the total of these was used 
for the item analysis. 
The percentage of' successes for each item was determined by 
formulal for the highest twenty-seven per cent and for the lowest twenty-
seven per cent. These percentages were then used to enter an i tern 
analysis chart2 to determine the indexes of difficulty and of discrimi-
nating power of the items. Table VII gives the data and the indexes. 
---
1 .JL p = proportion of testees successful on the item 
p R - K-1 N = number of tests 
N- NR R = number of testees successful on the item 
l·! = number of testees not successful on the item 
NR = number of testees not reading the item 
K = number of choices in the item 
2Frederick B. Davis, Item-Analysis Data, (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
1946), pocket. 
TABLE VII 
ITEM ANALYSIS OF THE FIIlAL FORM OF THE 








Passed* 30 23 34 29 20 32 26 26 22 35 






Passed 5 0 10 3 0 4 0 1 1 0 
Failed 35 40 30 37 40 36 40 39 39 40 
Proportion 
Passing 
Upper 27% • 69 .53 .81 069 I .38 .75 .56 .56 .44 .84 I 
' 
Lower 27% -.09 ""• 25 .06 ..... 16 -.25 -.13 -.25 -.22 1-. 22 -.25 
·-'---
Difficulty 
Inde~* 41 37 46 41 32 43 38 58 34 46 
Dis er imina ti on 
Index*** 67 56 58 67 49 70 58 58 52 78 
*Tobe passing, the score must exceed 2 on an item or 18 on the 
entire test. Hence only scores of J or 4 are passing marks. See 
table of scores in appendix B. 















1rn* Index above .. 20 ordinarily shows sufficient discrimintation power. 
N = 40 upper I- 40 lower= 80 
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Items B3 and D lie outside the mean of thirty-five to sixty-five 
recommended by Jordan,1 but their face validity caused their retention 
in the guide. The indexes of discrimination are all above fifty. Davis 
said that "items with discrimination indices above 20 will ordinarily 
be found to have sufficient discriminating power for use in most achieve-
ment and aptitude tests."2 There is a possibility that all of the indexes 
are really higher than computation shows because of two factors. First, 
the proportions were corrected for blind guessing. Yet on a score of 
this kind there was not the question of guessing. The correction was 
made, nevertheless, on the assumptions that writing a theme effectively 
might be as accidental as answering a question correctly. The second 
factor which possibly lowers the discrimination index is the arbitrary 
passing score of more than two. On the other hand, experimental error 
may have augmented the index for one or more i terns. 
Fully aware of the inadequacy of the first part of the guide, the 
experimenter accepted it as the best instrument available for testing 
ability to state a main idea about a given topic and to develop that 
idea clearly and effectively. 
Editing Guide, Part Two 
The second part of the guide was not subjected to so much testing 
as was the first part. The zero point for this part of the guide was 
so far above the number of errors made by students, that statistical 
1A. M. Jordan, Measurement in Education (New York, 1953), p. 56. 
2Davis, it 15 .QEo _c -·' p. • 
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interpretation of the results obtained was doubtful. However, sorr~ 
statistical treatment was given. 
The first draft of the second part of the guide was not believed 
to have face validity. Teachers believed that the weights were out of 
proportion to the relative importance of the itemso Sentence structure, 
grammar, diction, punctuation, manuscript form, spelling, and research 
had been listed and a proportionate part of one hundred points assigned 
to each.1 The list was revised to contain four sections: namely, 
spelling and correct words, grammar, punctuation, and manuscript form. 
For the last three sections, subdivisions were listed as reminders of 
the type of item included in that sectiono In the case of grammar, the 
final draft listed agreement of subject and verb, use of correct parts 
of speech, proper relation of phrases and subordinate clauses to the 
rest of the sentence, proper tense forms, and correct sentences as the 
areas of technical writing behavior wherein errors would li 1-:ely be .found. 
A copy of the second part of the editing guide follows. 
II. Correctness of Performance 
Directions: Indicate by a check the number of errors made. Then record 
in the blank the number of points deserved for the item. Total the 
points at the end. 
A. Spelling and Correct Words (20 points): Deduct five points for each 
error up to four. 
/No er!:.Q!:a/ 1 error I 2 errors/ 3 errors/ 4 errors/ Total Points 
B. Grammar (50 points): Deduct ten points for each error up to five. 
/No errors/ 1 error /2 errors /J errors /4 errors_/·Total Points ___ _ 
1 See appendix for Score Card for_ Ratigg Expository The~. 
1~ Agreement of subject and verb 
2~ Use of correct parts of speech 
J. Proper relation of phrases and subordinate clauses to the 
rest of the sentence. 
4. Proper tense forms 
5. Complete, correct sentences 
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c. Punctuation (20 points): Deduct four points far each error up to five. 
(Period,. comma, colon, semi-colon, question marks, etc.) 
/No errors/1 error/2 errors/3 errors/4 errors/5 errors/ Total Points __ 
D. Manuscript Form (10 points): Deduct points for each error up to five. 
(Capitalization, abbreviation, title, margin, legibility, sylla-
bication, etc.) 
/No errors/1 error/2 errors/3 errors/4 errors/5 errors/ Total Points~~-
Total Number of Points of Correctness~~-
As in part one, the numerical scores were removed from the line to 
be marked. In the revised guide, the judge is expected to check the 
section of the line which indicates the number of errors made by the 
student. Then at the right of the page, he enters the score for that 
section. This score is obtained by deducting from the points allotted 
to the particular section, the product of the number of errors tim3s the 
amount to be deducted for one error. For example, twenty points are 
allotted to spelling, and five points are to be deducted for each error 
up to four. If a student has missed three words, the judge checks the 
113 errors 11 on this line, multiplies three by five, subtracts the product 
from twenty, and records ~he r.eault in the space provided. 
When the Kuder-Richardson formula was applied to the first set of 
one hundred fifty themes, the resulting reliability coefficient was • 96. 
When repeated on the next two sets of scores, the test gave a coefficient 
of .96 for theme IV, and .95 for theme X. '.·:hen corrected fo"." spurious 
correlation, these three coefficients became .P6, .P7, and .86 
respectively. 
The second part of the guide, li''e the fir st, was adopted with 
temerity as to its adequacy to determine a student's ability to write 
correctly; but its face validity and the comparability of the reliability 
coefficients to those yielded by standardized objective tests ma.de it 
the most desirable means available for measuring improvement in mechan-
ical correctness of performance to the extent of comparing two groups 
of students. 
Table VIII shows reliability coefficients obtained for all three 
instruments. To get these coefficients there were three applications 
of the Kuder-Richardson short formula for estimating reliability. Data 
for these applications were the three periods of testing in the first, 
fourth, and tenth weeks of the experiment. 
TABLE VIII 
RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS OBTAINED BY MEANS OF THE 
KUDER-RICHARDSON FORMULA 
First Fourth 
Test Week Week 
Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel Form Cm Form Bm 
.91 .91 







.95 - ~-96 
Editing Guide Score: Content eme I Theme IV Theme X 
I .86 .86 .88 -
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No attempt was roo.de to combine the scores for the three criteriac 
Data obtained by me,ans of the objective testj of part one of the guide, 
and of part two of the guide were to be analyzed separatelyo Therefore 
it was not necessary to check the reliability of the three measures 
combined, Het.vever correlations were found of the three initial scores 
on language knowledge, mechanics, and content with each other, with 
final grades in the col.l'se, and with scores ~de on the ~rican £ouncil 
Q.n Education PszcholQgi...£!~ Exawinationo Results as shown in Table IX 
show the the content scores obtained from the use of the first part of 
the editing guide to be the best predictor of final gradeso This fact 
was interpreted to mean that perhaps the first part of the editing guide 
is the most valid of the measures for ascertaining changes in writing 
ability in accordance with the objectives of the two com: ses in freshman 
composition as interpreted by the teachero 
TABLE IX 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF INITIAL TESTS ON LANGUAGE KNOWLEDGE, 
MECHANICS, AND CONTENT WITH FINAL GRADES IN ENGLISH 
AND WITH SCORES ON MENTAL ABILITY 
(N = 180) 
-
1 2 I 3 4 5 
I 
1 ,49 i 
I 
.45 .38 .33 
: 
I ! 
2 .48 I .45 • 52 
3 .23 .40 
I ~-··-
_ _L ' I 4 I .77 .. 
Legend: 
1. !merican QounciJ: Qn Education Psychological 
Examination (Total Raw Scores) 
2. Barrett-Ryan-Schramm.el English Test 
3. Mechanics Raw Scores (Part Two of the Editing Guide) 
4. Content Raw Scores (Part One of the Editing Guide) 
5. Grades at End of the Semester 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
PROCEDURE OF THE EXPEPIMENT 
Four Weeks of Preparation 
In order to test the hypothesis that having some of the themes 
edited cooperatively by students causes more improvement in writing 
than does having all themes edited by the teacher, it would have facili-
tated statistical interpretation to have had two groups of students 
chosen at random and rar1omly assigned to the experimental and control 
groups. To equate these two groups with respect to mental ability, 
initial writing skills, interests, and numbers of students was also 
desirable. 
Although it was unfeasible to assign the subjects at random or 
to equate the groups in this study, a conditioning period was planned 
in which pupils and teacher mirht learn to understand each other; in 
which skill could be developed in handling the tools of the experiment; 
and in which the regular learning pattern could be started. 
The scheduling of a conditioning period in the experimental 
procedure was motivated by Courtis 1 criteria for increasing the certainty 
of results in experimenting.. Courtis advised the giving of four tests 
and then rematching the groups if they were found to be not equivalent. 
When the groups were equated, the experimental factor could be intro-
duced. He warned that further precautions are needed in controlled 
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experimentation than are usually taken to asslil'e reliable inf'ormation. 
He pointed out as a typical result of controlled experiment that tre 
control group often "exceeds the experimental in all tests save one, 
and then in the final po-wer test, the experimental group has slightly 
high scores. 11 1 This conflicting difference, Courtis said, is due to 
the failure to consider rate of growth and degree of development at the 
beginning of the growth cycle. 
In the light of Courtis' advice, a period of like procedure for 
both the control and the experimental groups was expected to lessen 
experimental error by better orienting students and teachers. It would 
take out of the data to be used far comparing the two groups some 
influences due to newness of the course, change of teachers, new texts, 
schedule adjustments, and so ono There would have been time for learning 
patterns to begin to form before the experimental factor was introduced. 
For these reasons the experiment covered ten weeks, but the experimental 
factor was withheld until the fourth weeko Thus an attempt was made to 
bring procedure and environment under control before beginning the 
student editingo 
At the beginning of the conditicning period, the initial tests 
were giveno These included the American Council .2Q Education Psychol<r-
gical Examination, Form Cm of the Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel English Test, 
and a theme to be scored for m3chanics and for organization of content. 
The first test had been administered by the college at enrollment time. 
Records of each student's scores were obtained from the college 
testing bureauo 
1s. A. C.:.urtis) ''Criteria for Determining Equality of Groupa," 
School nnd Soci nty ~ X?X1J ( ,11me 25~ 1n3,,) ~ '75 o 
Each teacher had a copy of the following plan of the r,xperiment 
and also a calendar of days on which themes were to be written or 
tests to be given. 
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
1. Two equated groups of English 203 and English 113 are to 
be taught by five teachers, each having one section in 
which the students edit five of ten themes and cne section 
in which the teacher edits all ten themes. The section in 
which the students edit five themes is to be known as the 
group editing or experimental section; the section in which 
the teacher edits all ten themes is to be known as the 
teacher editing or control section. 
2. Beginning February 4, and ending with the Easter holidays 
on April 14, students will write ono theme per week. 
J. Themes I, IV, and X will be test themes and will be 
a. written on common subjects chosen by the teacher; 
b. marked and graded by the teachers, using the 
descriptive scale previously prepared cooperatively 
by the teachers whose classes are involved; and 
c. written in class. 
4. Themes I, II, III, IV, and X will be edited by the teachers 
of the students who write them in both sections. 
5. Themes V and IX inclusive will be edited by students in 
groups designated by the teacher and his class in the 
experimental sections. 
6. The~s V to IX inclusive will be edited by the teacher in 
the control classes. 
7. The only difference between the two sections will be the 
group editing of five themes by the students of the experi-
mental section. 
P. If an opaque projector is to be used in the experimental 
section, then it should by all means be used in the other 
section also, and vice versa. 
9. If letter grades are to be placed on therres of one section, 
they should be also placed on the themes of the other 
sectiono The same is true of any special penalties. 
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10. If students of one section keep the reco~d of errors as 
suggested in their texts, so should the students of the 
other sectiono 
11. A diary should be J~ept of all activities in each sectiono 
It will be helpful in interpreting the resultso 
12. Conferences for one section must be on the same basis as 
conferences for the other. 
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The first theme for testing was written in a class period of about 
forty-five minutes. It was based on reading done outside of class, but 
students did not receive the topics for writing until they arrived in 
class. The topic for English 113 classes was Self-discipline. Each 
student was to narrow the topic to an area in which he "Was interested, 
to state in a sentence an idea that he would like to share about the 
chosen phase of the topic, and then to write a paper explaining the 
idea. The topic might or might not involve the previous reading. The 
dictionary might be used as an aid to spelling, punctuation, and word 
meanings. 
The matter of narrowing a topic had been studied and some drill 
had been done in narrowing topics to fit certain occasions and certain 
lengths of themes. Students had been shown in class lecture that 
Almost as a part of the selection of a topic, the writer 
should decide in general what he wants to say about the topic, 
why he wants to say it, and what is his attitude toward it. 
A qtudent planning a theme should think about his purpose and 
his main idea as he collects material, and before he begins 
writing he should phrase his main idea in a compleee sentence. 
0 0 0 C, 0 
As he writes, the writer may, of course, chanr,e his mind 
or collect new evidence which will result in a modification 
of his main idea; but until he can tie himself down to scme 
tentative view, he has not thought enough.1 
~obert M. Gorrell and Charlton Laird, 11.odern English Handbook 
(New York, 1953), p. 11. 
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For source material for writing the~ student~ had read al'"!d rl.iscussed 
~he biographical sketch, "Young Man 1.lashington"l by Samuel Eliot Morison. 
rhey had tried to state the author's main idea as he probably thought 
Lt before writing. Students did not know during the reading and discus-
don that they were later to write on a topic rela tad to the sketch or 
;o their discussion. However, they were given notice at the meeting 
)efore the test meeting that they might be able to use material from 
;he s~etch for their writing. 
For English 203 The Value££ History was the general topico 
~tuderits might write on ~valuati.QB of High School History Courses or 
m !:!£!! History Increases Sn,i oym~nt of Trave1,. The procedure for writing 
.n class was the same as described above for English 113 except that 
.nstead of the choice of two given topics as for 203 students were to 
Larrow. one general topic to a scope to suit the time and their interests. 
'his difference placed a greater restriction upon the writing in 
:nglish 203. 
Preparation for the theme on history was the reading of "The Value 
if History" by Go M. Trevelyan. 2 The essay begins thus: "What, then, 
.re the various ways in which history can educate the mind? 11 This 
.uestion, with the similar study questions at the end of the selection, 
erved to direct students' thoughts toward the two assigned topics. 
:tudents were not give the topics for writing until they came to 
lass to write. 
1 Perrin et ~1,., .QB. £it., pp. 222-232. 
2
souers et al., Q2o cit., pp. 89-94. 
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In all sections st11dents were per mi tte<l, even urp:ed, to use the 
dictionary as an aid to spellirw ar:,l to word choice. llo notes or other 
aids were used, however. 
All themes were marked by the teacher and were returned to the 
students for study and correction. Although grades were not to become 
a part of the experimental data, each teacher used his own judgment and 
policy on the awarding of grades to papers except for one restriction. 
What was done about grades in one section was also to be done in the 
other. The same restriction was placed on the correction of papers. 
For example, if the members of one section rewrote the paper, then the 
students in the corresponding section also rewrote. Some pairs of 
sections rewrote the themes; others ma.de the necessary corrections on 
the paper. If there was not enough room to make the correction at the 
spot of the error, then the correction was made on the back of the 
paper. In some pairs of sections, each misspelled word was written 
correctly five times on the back of the paper or in the student's own 
notebook. ':/hen the corrections had been made, the them3s were returned 
to the teacher to be retained in the student's file until the end of 
the semester. 
When the students had returned the test themes, the teacher rejudged 
all of them, using the editing guide. A copy of the guide, properly 
chec!rnd, was attached to each theme. These original themes , . .Ji th their 
narkings and corrections and with the attached fui des bearing judgments 
on content and on mechanics were collected from all teachers at the end 
of the experiment as part of the record for the studyo 
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The four weeks following the first s0ries of tests incLl.d.ed the 
regular activities of lecture, class discussion, and one theme per week. 
The test theme, of course, served for the first week; two were written 
during the next two weeks; and the fourth one was pa.rt of the second 
series of tests. 
In English 113, lectures and class disc1issions concerned the 
selecting and organizing of proper materials to develop the main idea, 
the weaknesses and errors found in the themes written, and the readings. 
The proper use of general and specific terms in writing not only made 
occasion for lecture and class discussion; but it also necessitated 
drills in finding specific words, in discriminating between degrees err 
kinds, and in statine specific details to develop a general statement.l 
The knowledge to be obtained was that good writing develops generali-
zations with specific details that illustrate, explain, symbolize, 
substantiate, and interest. Amplification of these functions of specific 
detail included the study of techniques for citing particulars, giving 
examples, and illustrating by means of incident or by analogyo Samples 
of adequate and inadequate illustration were compared. So were samples 
of valid and invalid illustration. Drill was provided in listing 
~oncrete details for given terms, in illustratinr given stateI'IEnts, and 
tn improving porrly illustrated passageso 2 Bach set of themes provided 
:>ccasion for the study of spellinp, usage, punctuation, etc. according 
to the general needs of the classo 
1correll, 2£0 ci1o' pp" 23-2? 0 
2Ibid., PPo 37-/,J,, 
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The theme of the second week followRd the reading and discussion 
of "R. M. S. Titanic 11 by H. ',•l. Baldwin. 
1 
The same general topic of 
§elf-dis£ipl!g~ was used a second tir.e. Students were asked to try 
to do a better job of narrowinp the topic, to use more detail, and to 
draw from both of the previous readings and from their own experience 
and observation for illustrations. The writinr· -was done out of class 
so that students would have time to revise and to copy their papers in 
ink on unruled paper. 1'he themes were marked by the teacher and returned 
to the studc~nts for further revision and rewriting. 
The themes for the third week were based on past and present exper-
iences in the use of the English language. Suggested topics were~ 
Needs i!1 ~ish and t!x High School English Courses. Students might 
alter the topics to suit their interests. About fifteen minutes of class 
time was given for starting the writing. The students finished the papers 
at home. These themes were not marked, but the teacher made a list of 
the errors found in the papers anc' explained the proper forms and uses 
to the class. Appropriate rules of spellinl and usage were explained 
and illustrated, with emphasis always on the correct rather than the in-
correct. 
From time to time, the teacher used five or ten minutes to answer 
students' questions al,out the review guide. The review guide was made 
from observations of past freshman themes at Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Mechanical Colleee. It contained rules and illustrations of correct 
forms according to those rules. Each student of English 113 took a 
test on these principles and on the accompanying spelling test at midterm. 
If he failed this test, his grade was lowered one letter grade. 
ln . t 1 
1 err1n, ~ ~-.!..' 212• cit., pp. 233-239. 
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In the English 203 sectir~r:s:, students studied vario1lr, ~;;r)d8ls of 
exposition and then tried to put into use the techniques they had found" 
One pair of sections read Edwin '1/hipple' s "1'Jebster and the Neighbors 111 
and made a thorough study of it. Then each student wrote a paper on 
the following assignment: 
If Whipple had been telling the story as an illustration 
of 1,qebster' s popularity rather than as proof of the strength 
of his early associati0ns, he would probably have given much 
the same facts, but the emphasis would have been different; 
the section about the "neighbors" would have been shortened 
or omitted, while the persistence of the clients in th·~ face 
of several refusals would have been stressed, Suppose the 
story had been told as proof of 1.·!ebster' s vitality and capa-
city for hard work - which details would then have been 
important. 2 
Another pair of sections learned that 
One way of testing oneis ability as a writer, and 
especially one's ability to stick to a point and subor-
dinate everything to a central purpose, is to takP. a 
story which someone has told in all its details and rewrite 
it as an illustration of an idea, keeping only such details 
as are necessary to bring out the main point.3 
These students studied as an example of this technique a letter from 
Abraham Lincoln to Joshua Speed telling about a mysterious disappearance. 
They also read Whipple's essay. T1-1e theme assignment was to rewrite 
Lincoln's letter, excluding certain material and emphasizing certain 
other material in order to ma)rn a point. 
A third pair of sections reviewed carefully the principles 
governing choice of subject, using the handbook and a mimeographed check 
list. Then each student wrote a theme on a topic of his owr. choice. 
1 
Souers, et al., .2£0 Qit., pp, 9-12,. 
2 Ibid., pp. 6-8. 
3Ibid., p. 305. 
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The revision of Lincoln's letter was done in class, but all 0£ 
the other six sections wrote their second week themes outside of class. 
In the third week, sections H-1 wrote out of class on subjects 
chosen by the individual students. Sections G-2 studied short selec-
tions on travel in the far East. The selections were from the writings 
of Mark Twain, Alexander William Kinglake, Lady Mary Wortly Montagu, 
Sir Richard Burton, and R. B. Cunninghame Graham. Each student wrote 
a paper showing which one of the five he would prefer to have as a 
traveling companion. Sections D-3 did the study of Lincoln's letter 
and wrote a theme on one of the topics suggested in the text. Sections 
A-4 read "Two Weddingsn by Nathaniel Hawthornel and "Life at Parham" 
by George Crabbe2 and studied the methods of development used by the 
respective authors. Then as an exercise in the use of comparison and 
contrast, students wrote themes of three to five hundred words comparing 
two engines, two motives for going to college, or some other similar 
subject. All sections except G-2 wrote outside of class. All papers 
were marked by the teachers and were returned to the writers for 
correction. 
Six ~eeks of Student Editing 
The theme for the fourth week was part of the second set 0£ tests, 
and therefore was also the beginning of the student editing period. 
All students wrote in class on subjects not known to them until they 
1
souers, ~1 al., 2E• cit., pp. 9-12. 
2 
Ibid., pp. 6-8. 
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arrived to 'W.I'ite. The theme followed the administration of Form Am 
of the ~arrett-Ryan-Schrammel English Test. Students of English 113, 
with the reading of Sidney Howard's play, "The Silver Cord, nl as 
preparation, narrowed the topic Favoritism and adapted it to their cwn 
interests. In English 203, Robert Louis Stevenson's "Despised Races112 
furnished background for the writing. Students wrote on Despised Races 
in America or on Despised Races - an Offense ~ainst Common Sense. 
Procedure for marking, correcting 9 and filing these themes was the same 
as for the first test themes. 
After this second testing, the experimental factor of student 
editing was introduced. The editing guide was explained to all students 
in both groups. Each student was given a copy to be kept in his note-
book for study and for reference. After sufficient discussion had been 
made of the guide, no more use was m9.de of it in the control sections 
except by individual students who chose to use it as reference. The 
editing of themes in those sections continued to be done by the teacher 
as in the past. Teachers explained to all sections, however, that the 
points on the guide would be the basis on which their writing would be 
judged. 
In the experimental sectionsj the next five themes were edited by 
the students with the supervision and guidance of the teacher. Some 
differences in procedure occurred as the following reports will show. 
1rerrin, et al., .Q12. ci!., pp. 293-327. 
2souers, et al., .QE. cit., pp. 76-81. 
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In the sections B-7, which were the only classes of English 113, 
groups of three or four students were appointed by the teacher who 
tried to distribute the weak and the strong students among the groups. 
Members of each group exchanged themes so that nc student had his own. 
Each student was responsible for marking the errors on the paper, for 
checking a copy of the review guide properly, and for writing any 
comments which he believed to be helpful to the author of the paper. 
His name was added to the paper as the editor of it, but he discussed 
various items of checking with the group and with the author of the 
paper. The teacher moved about the room observing the activities when 
he was not involved in settling controversies or otherwise advising 
about papers. Each writer took his paper and the criticisms home to 
further edit his work and to rewrite the paper. Students were warned 
to look up all but the most obvious corrections to make sure that they 
did not merely exchange one error for a new one. Both the old and 
the revised copies were handed to the teacher, who studied them for 
points to be discussed in class. Thus the difficulties of the students 
became the subject matter for class studyo 
Sections H-1 edited in pairs, each pair of students having two 
papers not their owno They corrected their papers, but did not rewrite. 
In sections G-2, students exchanged pa:pers, and writer and grader 
conferred briefly about the paperso The teacher of these sections 
reported that students made more use of these conferences and of confer-
ences with the teacher as time went on. T~ese sections had tried the 
larger groups a.t first but had found them not practical. The teacher 
prepared the students by discussing i terns of the E:uide and illustrating 
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them by examples from student themes and from the textbook. She told 
them how she evaluated themes, scored sample themes for them and 
invited questions and comments from the class. Student-edited papers 
were not rechecked by the teacher or rewritten by the students. 
Students of sections D·-3 also worked in pairs. The papers were 
taken up and redistributed so that no one had his own or his neighbor's 
paper. Each student checked a paper, first for mechanics and then for 
content. Then he paired with another student and exchanged papers but 
not criticisms. The two discussed their differences of opinion. Then 
each student checked the editing sheet and wrote a brief general criti-
cism of the paper, commenting on both good and bad qualities. Pupils 
had agreed to keep the criticisms anonymous; so instead of "Writing his 
name on the score sheet the critic wrote on another sheet his name, 
the name of the authorj and the title of the theme he edited and handed 
it to the teacher. The teacher took up the papers and criticisms, 
recorded them with no grades, spot·-checked a few, and returmd them to 
the writers at the next class meeting with comments on what his spot-
checking had revealed. The student was encouraged to look over his 
score sheet and to take issue in writing with any judgment made thereon; 
then after making the usual corrections~ he returned the theme and 
criticisms to the teacher for filingo When a student was absent, his 
paper could not be checked with the others. ' .. Then possible, this student 
went to the teacher's office to check a paper. Some papers, however, 
never found checkers. 
Students of sections f,-4 worked in pairs, but their procedure was 
slightly differento Each student was first reader on one paper and second 
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reader on another, making corrections in the left margin according to 
the editing guide. Teams might confer with each other or with the 
teacher. At the end of the hour~ all papers were returned to their 
authors. Before the next class period, each student was to study the 
student editor's marks, make such corrections as he agreed needed to 
be made, and put question marks beside notations with which he did not 
agree. Then the teacher took the papers and rechecked the points in 
question. Papers were again studied by the ,,.r.ri ters.. To prevent care-
lessness, the teacher often spot-checked a complete perfClt"mance of the 
student editor and assigned a grade on the performance. 
As is indicated above, all themes in English 113 were rewritten; 
none were rewritten in English 203j but corrections were made. The 
greatnr skill of students in the advance course ma.de the correcting a 
simpler matter. Incorrect sentences found often in the papers of the 
first course made rewriting desirable. Whether or not grades were to 
be assigned to themes depended upon the teacher and the occasion, but 
an effort was made to keep grading alike for corresponding control and 
experimental sections. In addition to the conference situation in the 
classroom, all students of all sections were enco1~aged to come for 
private conferences with the teachero Each teacher had regular office 
hours when he was available for conference. All themes were filed in 
the students' individual folders to be available for these conferences. 
Theme topics varied by teachers as in the orientation period, but 
were held constant for each corTesponding pair of sections. For the 
most part topics came from readings in The Writeris Readero Three 
teachers, however, utilized the readings from a novelo Sections H-1 
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wrote themes six to nine on topics suggested by their study of Far fron 
th~ Madding Crowd; sections G-·2 wrote theme nine about a memorable seer 
from Cry, the Beloved Count:r,z; and for themes seven to nine, sections 
A-4 wrote character sketches from Cry, the Beloved Country. 
Final Tests 
The tenth theme was the final test of writine, and the same proce-
dure was used as had been used for themes one and fouro Students of 
English 113 narrowed the topic Integrity, stated a main idea, and wrote 
T'-1ey had read "Luxury of Integri tynl by Stuart Chase as background for 
the writing. However, each student had the privileee of deviating from 
the reading if he wishedo For the sections of English 203, there was 
only one topico Students were to evaluate some building on the campus, 
using the architectural principles set forth in Lewis Mumford is "Thomas 
Jefferson, Architect. 11 2 The test theme was followed by Form Arn of the 
Barrett-Ryan-·Schrammel Engli2h Tes~. 
Collection of Data 
Each teacher edited each set of test themes and arranged it with 
the accompanying copies of the editing guides in folders according to 
sections and presented them as records for the study. He also includ-
ed the answer sheets for all three forms of the Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel 
English Test. The students of sections J3..-7 had written an evaluation 
of their semester's work. These papers also were retained for use in 
the study. 
1Perrin, ~i al., 2£• cit., pp. 551-556. 
2
souers, et aL, ~ • .2,i t. ~ pp. 114-·123. 
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Each teacher filled out a tabular form showing the following infor-
mation about each theme: the subject of the theme, whether the theme was 
written in class or out, the nature of the assignmentj type of prepar-
ation for writing the theme, methods of editing, whether or not the them 
was rewritten, comments about unusual or exceptional incidence of proce-
dure or outcome. The teacher was asked to write on a separate page his 
own personal evaluation of the experiment as it applied to his own class. 
For this report the following questions were given as aids: 
1. Which class was easier to teach? Do you think that this 
difference was in any respect due to the student editing? 
2. 1:Jhat difficulties were involved? 
3. What were the advantages and the disadvantages in the light 
of pupil needs, teacher effort, time saved, etc.? 
4. What important attitudes were observed in each student? 
5a What were your procedures for handling the pupil editing? 
How many people made a group? 
6. In what respects did the group editing section seem to 
improve most? The teacher editing section? 
7 o ~·:hat other observations or evaluations have you or your 
pupils to offer? 
The data obtained from these evaluations by teachers, from the 
three sets of test scoresj and from the three test themes are examined 
in the next chapter; and by means of the evidence they present, the 
hypothesis is tested to see if more improvement is effected by the 
editing of themes by students than the editing by the teachero 
CHAPTER ?IVE 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Whether to accept to reject the hypothesis that having some of 
the themes edited by the students causes more improvement in freshman 
~omposition than does having all the themes edited by the teacher depends 
~pon observations of the procedure outlined in chapter foury in which 
t 
the application of the Barrett~R;yan-Schrammel English Test and of the 
1 
9diting guide indicate change or lack of change in performance. This 
procedure involved teaching ten sections of freshman compos1 tion for 
I 
four weeks of uniform orientation, then introducing the r.iethod of student 
1 
3di ting in five sections but continuing the other five sections without 
the student editingo Tests were given at tre beginning of the first 
I 
~nd the fourth week and at the end of the tenth weeko 
Because of the uneven sizEs of the sections~ fifteen subjects were 
~ 
irawn at random from each section, making a total of one hundred fifty 
for statistical treatmento All observations and tabulations in this 
( 
:::hapter besides the evaluations made in the teachers! reports are based 
j 
)n data from those one hundred fifty subjects" 
i 
The analyses of the data are of tour types: an empirical sunmary 
( 
)f individual gains and losses in control and experimental sectionsy an 
:)Xamination of the liabilities and assets of student editing, a statis-
c 
tical sunnnary of means and standard deviationsj and analyses of variance 
)f the differences between methodsa 
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Comparison of Loss":ls and Gains in the Control 
and Bxper imerital Gro11ps 
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A comparison of the two groups on the basis of the number of stu-
dents who lost, gained, or made no chanre in scores favors the control 
eroup in laneuage knowledge, in mechanics, and in content if only the 
results ~rom the last two sets of test scores are considered. On the 
other hand, comparing the results between the fourth and tenth weeks 
with those between the first and tenth weeks reveals some of the con-
tradictory results about t1:1ich Court.is warned.
1 
As is showr in Table 
X, ten more experimental subjects than control subjects made lower scores 
in the tenth week than in the fourth week on language knowledge, Ten 
fewer experimental subjects gained. 
TABLE X 
NUMBER OF STUDC:NTS M!,KI'"G GAINS OR LOSS~S IN SCORC:S IN 
LANGUAGE Kro· .. 11 "'"CE FilOl·'. THE F .'J.:TH TO THE TENTH 
1.IEBK A.S S11mn BY FORMS BM AND AM OF THE 





r- • Loss No ua1n 







Loss No Change 
-·->---· ---------
I 
H-1 13 2 0 7 8 0 
G-2 13 2 0 12 1 2 
D-3 10 5 0 7 I 8 0 
A-4 g 6 1 7 8 0 
~~+-R 6 
_:otal 52 I 21 
_j___ 
1 9 6 0 
I 2 42 31 2 
1 
See pages 61-C:2. 
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Examination of the change i n scores f r om the first t o the t enth 
weeks shows the two gr oups to be approximatel y equal in t heir achieve-
ment. During t he entire t en weeks9 t here were fif t y- seven gains in the 









NUMBER OF STUDENTS MAK ING GAINS OR LOSSES IN SCORES IN 
LANGUAGE KNOWLEDGE FROM THE FIRST WE K TO THE TENTH 
WEEK AS SHOWN BY FORMS CM AND AM OF THE 
ARRETT-RYAN-·SCHRAMMEL ENG ISH TEST --
Control Group Exper imental Group 
Gain Loss No Change Gain Loss No Change 
13 1 ' 1 12 1 2 
12 3 0 12 3 0 
10 5 0 9 4 2 
9 6 0 13 2 0 
13 2 0 10 5 0 
57 17 1 56 15 4 
·-----
The losses favor the experimental group by t wo 9 t hus bal ancing the 
achievement of the t wo groups4 Evident ly t he two groups decl ined in 
correct individual r esponses t o t ests of l anguage knowledge during t he 
six weeks of t he student edi t ing , and t he decline was gr eate st f or the 
experimental group. This patter n of decline during the l ast six 
weeks was present i n t he achievement of all the pairs of secti ons except 
G-2. The G-2 sections both increased in gains, but the advantage was to 
the control sect ion. In se ctions B-7 t he decline was less for the 
experiment al secti on. 
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Like the scores in lanruage knowledge, the individual scores on 
mechanics, as judged by the second part of the editing guide, also favor 
the control group, but so slightly as to be doubtful. (See Table XII.) 
-· 
TABLE XIJ 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS ;-,[AKING GAIHS OR LOSSES IN MECHANICS 
FROM THE FOURTH TO THE TEHTH WEEK AS JUDGED BY 
PART TWO OF THE EDITING GUIDE 
Control Group Experimental Group 
Teacher Gain Loss No Change Gain Loss No Change 
H-1 9 f, 0 10 3 2 
G-2 12 3 0 6 9 0 
D-3 9 6 0 9 5 1 ' 
A-4 6 7 2 10 5 0 
B-7 11 4 0 10 5 0 
Total 47 26 2 I 45 27 3 
Experimental sections H-1, D-3, and A-4 show advantages over their 
corresponding control sections accordi~g to scores on themes four and 
ten. The same is true of sections A-4 on themes one and ten. One 
aspect of the mechanics scores differs from its correspondent in the 
language knowledge scores; that is, there were more gains during the 
last six weeks than in the entire ten weeks. This, of course,. was the 
result of a decrease in scores on the fourth week themes. Although 
such a drop may have been caused by conditions of the testing or of 
the judging, it is possible that students made more errors because they 
were recording more complex thoughts than before. 
I 
TABLE XIII 
NUMBER OF STUDElITS MAKING GAINS OR LOSSES IN MECHANICS 
FROM THE FIRST TO THE TENTH WEEKS AS JUDGED BY 
PART THO OF THE EDITING GUIDE 
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Control Group Experimental Group 
' 
Teacher Gain 
I Loss No Change Gain Loss !lo Change 
I 
H-1 9 6 0 8 6 1 
G-2 7 ! 7 1 9 5 1 
D-3 8 5 2 4 8 3 
A-4 9 6 0 11 3 , -
B-7 9 6 0 9 5 l 
Total 42 30 3 41 27 7 
In content, as in language knowledge, the gains were fewer in the 
last six weeks than in the entire ten weeks, but the decline could not 
be said to favor either group. Likewise the gains and losses in content 
scores during the six weeks of student editing were approximately equal 
for both the control and the experimental groups. 
TABLE XIV 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS MAKING GAINS OR LOSSES IN CONTENT SCORES 
FROM THE FOURTH TO THE TENTH T,,JEEK AS JUDGED BY 
PART ONE OF THE EDITING GUIDE 
Control Group Experimental Group 
·-Teacher Gain Loss No Change Gain Loss No Change 
H-1 10 4 1 11 3 1 
G-2 9 6 0 5 9 1 
D-3 11 2 2 9 6 0 
A-4 8 7 0 12 2 1 
B-7 8 5 2 8 6 1 
_Iotal 46 24 5 I ~2 26 4 
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Within the pairs of sections, gains during the last six weeks favored 
the experimental group for sections H-1, A-4, and favored the control 
group in sections G-2, D-3, and B-7. This pattern of comparison between 
groups was approximately the same in the last six weel:s as for the entire 
ten weeks; but within sections, the c:-ianges were too varied for gener-
alization. 
TABLE XV 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS MAKING GAINS OR LOSSES IN CCNTENT SCORES 
FROM THE FIRST TO THE TENTH WEEK AS J'JDGED BY PART 
ONE OF THE EDITING GUIDE 
Control Group Experimental Group 
Teacher Gain Loss No Change Gain Loss No Change 
H-1 8 .4 3 9 .. 1 .I 
G-2 11 1 3 9 6 0 
D-3 11 4 0 11 4 0 
A-4 8 5 2 9 5 1 
B-7 14 1 0 13 2 0 
.. 
Total 52 15 8 51 22 2 
·--· -
Summarizing from table X through XV shows that the gains and losses 
in score during the last six weeks favored the control group in language 
knowledge and in mechanics but made no appreciable difference in content. 
However, when these gains and losses are compared with those of the entire 
ten wee ks, it is found that gains decreased in the last six i,..reeks in a 
proportion still favoring the control group in language knowledge and 
making no difference in content; but more gains occurred in mechanics 
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during the last six weeks than in thE: entire te;n weeks" Thi.s condition 
existed because of a decrease in scores in the four th week. Such a 
decrease might mal~e the e:ains during the last six weel~s seem greater 
than they really were, or it mirht be the result of an attempt to use 
more complex writingo At any rate, the students did react differently 
to the three criteria over the entire ten weeks and during the student 
editing period by individ~tals, by sectionst and by groupsa Therefore, 
it is necessary to keep the scores for the three criteria separate as 
was planned in the berinning.,. and to 1rnep the peculiar variances in 
growth pattern in mind 1,1hen interpretir::g results. 
Difficulties and Assets of Student Editing 
According to observat:i.ons made by teachers and by studentsj there 
were four types of difficulty resultant from student editingo The 
difficulties were matters of student morale~ student error in editing, 
classroom confusion)' and loes of ti.me for the teacher to lecture and to 
learn students 1 writing problems. 
Student morale offored four difficultiesn First> students were 
hesitant to exercise their power~; of critici.sm in writinl? on each 
other! s papers. They tended to score the ~hemes W..rh on the editing 
guide, but made only a few general comrn~ntso In the sections of first 
semester Enr,lish, students wc1,;.ld rive oral comment freely lon[ before 
they would write anything on a papero In contrast to this hesitancy 
to criticize another st11dent: s \.JrJ_ting but leadir.f to the same results 
in scoring was the failure of students in some sections to take the 
editing seriously" To students with the latter attitude, there was a 
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chance to give someone a food score - or a bad oc1e. J, third problem 
of student morale was the lac in effort when students knew that the 
teacher would probably not re-edit the papers. P. fourth problem was the 
lack of confidence in the ability of classmates t.o give the writing the 
attention that it deserved~ 
The problem last named led to the second matter of difficulty, 
that of student error. Poorly prepared students left many mistakes 
undiscovered and marked many correct i L,ems as incorrect" 
The third type of difficulty was classroom confusion. Some 
students and some teachers were disturbed by the simultaneous discussions, 
especially when laughter a.rose from some groups having found a ridiculous 
statement or from a critic·, s unusual cormnent. A visitor in one of the 
sections was much disturbed by the confusion and by the apparent waste 
of time" 
Two disadvantages were associated with the allotting of class time 
for editing of paperso The first was the loss of lecture time. Very 
conscious of the student 1 s inability to find all the errors~ of the 
many weaknesses to be oyercome in a short tine;, ar.d of the responsi-
bility to in.form students about the right techniques;, teachers regretted 
the loss of' lecture time in which explanations would prepare students 
for what was expected of them in their writinp:o Giving one of the 
three weekly meetings to student editing left only one period per week 
for lecture except when themes were written outside of class" The relief 
of' teachers from reading ano mai·;d.nr· evPry theme brought with it a second 
disadvantage, namely 9 that the teacher >:new less about individual writing 
problems because he read fewer papers and read less often. 
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The above described difficulties of student morale, student error, 
class confusion, and loss of lecture time were not unanticipated; 
neither was there a lack of efforts to combat them. Spot-checking by 
the teacher of themes and student criticisms, arduous work of the teacher 
as advisor and supervisor, encouragement and counsel about the responsi-
bility of students to do the best editing possible, and the stimulation 
of counter-criticism among the students were some of the methods aimed 
at building desirable attitudes and at improving the students' skill in 
editing each other's themes. 
The disadvantages were offset by advantages, hoHever. One of the 
principal assets offered by the student editing method was the freedom 
of the teacher to make more individual contacts with the students. He 
could give more help with individual problems and see more clearly what 
students were doing. Another advantage was the relief of the teacher 
from having more themes to read than time would permit his reading. 
This relief also gave assurance to the student that his paper would be 
read soon after he had written it, and that he would therefore have 
more experience at writing. Still another asset of the student editing 
was that students were forced to come to concrete decisions on whether 
or not certain items were right or wrong. 
The dichotomy of the above observations makes them inconclusive. 
One aspect points toward the superiority of part-time editing of themes 
by the students over the traditional editing by the teacher; the other 
bespeaks the weaknesses of the editing by students. All of the teachers 
except one expressed belief that the editing by students has advantageous 
possibilities. The teacher of sections G-2 evaluated the experience as 
follows: 
Former attempts of my own at having students grade one 
another's papers have not to my mind been beneficial either 
to the students or to the teacher. Although students are 
quite adept at choosing the best theme and in poir.ting out 
defects in poor ones when themes are read aloud, they seem 
not to be successful at student grading of papers, for they 
are inclined either to be too generous or to mark insignif-
icant errors. 
Ideally, I suppose, the teacher would re-grade these 
student graded papers. But I have found the re-grading of 
these themes an almost unbearable chore, one that I feel I 
cannot undertake with the heavy load of freshman composition 
that freshman composition teachers carry. The thenes, poor 
to begin with, are made poorer by incompetent corrections, 
and I have never felt the value to the student to counter-
balance the agony to the teacher. 
Using what yardsticks I have (withont benefit of absolute 
tests and accurate measurements) I reluctantly say that the 
experimental section did not improve under student grading. 
I make this judgment by improvement or otherwise as to letter 
grade, score on the organization of contents, and score on 
correctness of performance on two themes, numbers four and 
ten .... 
Some reasons for lack of improvement in the experimental 
section I attribute to the following attitudes and circum-
stances. Although I attempted to prepare the students for the 
grading, they did not ta)-::e the experiment seriously for some 
time. Here was a chance to give everybody a good grade and 
so they did. More seriously I found that they hated to grade 
one another down, realizing their own weaknesses. Again I 
found that they "loafed. 11 Knowing the teacher was not to 
grade his paper, the student did not put forth his best effort. 
(This attitude can be countered by having a fewer number of 
themes between check thenes.) After the first excitement had 
died down, the grading became a chore. (Again this situation 
can be remedied by having a shorter testing period.) There 
~as not enough time for instruction. Since one period must 
be spent each week in grading and several periods must be set 
aside for impromptu thenes, there was not enough time for the 
planning of themes. 
I felt that the greatest disadvantage was that thP. student 
did not have faith in the student grader; I was rather surprised 
at the expression of pleasure when the students found that I 
~as to grade theme number ten. 
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I tried to prepare the students for the experiment by 
discussing with them each section on the scoring sheet, 
giving them examples from their own first themes, arrl pointing 
out examples from the handbook. I read sections of themes 
aloud, inviting questions and corrments. I told them how I 
evaluated themes, scoring several sample themes for them. I 
feel that I did a good job of preparation; but I felt at a 
loss how to help them when once the student editing was under 
way. Any errors I spotted on my 11rounds" I gave instruction 
about, but still I felt some lack. As I said at the begin-
ning, I suppose the ideal way would be to re-grade the papers. 
While such a procedure might aid the student, it would 
certainly defeat any aim on the part of the experiment to aid 
the teacher with her teaching load. (Such an aim was the pur-
pose of attempts last semester at student editing.) 
Should I conduct a similar experiment again I would 
probably try a different method. He started the experiment 
during Religious Emphasis Week and the shortened period 
handicapped us. The groups which we had planned to have took 
up too much time, so I gave each student another student's 
paper to grade. And since we had started in that manner, 
the class preferred to continue so. Each student got a differ-
ent student's paper each time and I tried to see that the 
distribution between good students and poor students was done 
fairly. Although there was no group participation, each 
student could and did consult his neighbor. 
Ten minutes or so before the period was over I had the 
students return the papers to the writers so that they might 
look over them. If they were not satisfied they talked the 
errors over with the grader and often I had to act as referee. 
I felt that this short challenge period was very valuable, 
for both the writer and the grader had to defend their 
positions. 
I would say generally that student editing works well with 
the good student, and I suppose it serves as well for the poor 
student, but for the mediocre student who needs direction and 
discipline and who doesn't know what to do but will take 
instruction when it is given step by step student editing in 
my section at least did not prove too successful.l 
For sections D-3, the effect of the experiment upon teacher and 
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students was different except for one thing. There was agreement that 
five themes in a row were too many for students to edit profitably. The 
teacher of sections D-3 had the following to say about the experiment: 
1xathleen Garrett, An Evaluation of! Student The~ Grading 
Exoeriment. 
The problem I gave most careful attention to at the outset 
was safeguarding the integrity of student criticism. Two 
factors I considered important: the student's awareness that 
he was just as much subject to check as critic as he was in 
his own composition, and his feeling free to express his honest 
judgments without being subject to embarrassing personal 
considerations. The first I tried to take care of by telling 
them that their critical work would have a bearing on their 
semester grad~s. (I also pointed out the value they would 
get out of e:xflrcising their critical faculties on the efforts 
of their fellows.) The second I approached very carefully, 
fir st by trying to suggest the most wholesome attitude toward 
giving and receiving criticism, and second by saying that the 
identity of the critic would not be made :mown to the author. 
After two weeks of this arrangement I asked them whether they 
would prefer to continue the withholding of the identities or 
have the critic put his name directly on the paper, which 
would have the advantage (as one student pointed out) of 
enabling author and critic to discuss the judgments expressed. 
Some favored the change; many did not care which way it was 
done; but since a few wished to continue the withholding of 
identities, that was done. 
One quite valuable feature of the student checking, it 
seemed to me, was the time I was able to devote during the 
~lass hour to helping students individually with their ques-
tions. And it served for the time being to put us both on 
the same side of the desk, with the added novelty that this 
time they were being summoned to do a little work on the 
teacher' s side. Many of them seemed to find it a pleasant 
experience. 
One feature of the experiment seemed to be somewhat 
1nfortunate - the unbroken string of student-edited themes 
:ietween themes four and ten. When I use a similar system 
Ln my regular classes next fall I expect to have about three 
bhemes in succession student-edited, then check one myself; 
ind every other one that I shall check will be a test theme. 1 
•Jhen casually interviewed by the experimenter, students gave the 
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same variety of responses as did the teachers. Students of experimenta~ 
section B-7 said that the student editing helped them to better under-
stand what the teacher's marks on themes meant. They said also that 
the experience had helped them to find their own errors more readily. 
One student expressed the belief, however, th9.t he had worked too hard 
'11.d had spent too much time on his themes for them not to have been 
110yd Douglas, Personal Comment ang_ Evaluation .£! ~ Experiment. 
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given more attention by the teacher. None of these students knew that 
their work was involved in an investigative study. The following excerpts 
from paper written on An Evaluation of! Semester of Freshman English 
came from experimental section B-7. Fourteen students of the thirty in 
the class made specific mention of the student editing. 
A veteran enrolled in the division of arts and sciences said, "I 
liked the way the teacher let us write a theme, then rewrite, correcting 
our errors after they had been pointed out in the study group. 11 Records 
show that this student made slight gains in mechanics and in language 
knowledge but made his lowest content score on the last theme. 
Another student of arts and sciences, who had not attended high 
school but who had entered college on the basis of the General Educational 
Development test, said, "The things I liked best about the course were 
the way we graded our themes in class and the help the teacher gave me. 11 
said: 
A student of dairy farming, whose home is in Rochester, Indiana, 
My only dislike about the course was the system of grad-
ing. I always thought that the teacher should grade the 
papers. I think that it is all right for the students to 
grade each other's papers and then rewrite them, but I think 
that the teacher should grade them and hand them right back, 
because there are bound to be some mistakes that some of the 
students are sure to miss. Then the person who writes the 
paper wouldn I t know it and wo·.1ld keep on making the sane 
mistake. 
The prospective dairy farmer's classmate majoring in commerce 
agreed with him. 
I liked the way this course was conducted in grading our 
own papers because it makes me feel that we are free and we 
will take an active part and be willing to learn rather than 
feel we are guided each step. I feel, however, that the 
teacher should have graded our papers afterwards and have 
shown us our mistakes in class as a groupo I thid: that the 
stud~nt is deserving of knowine how he stands after all we 
pay for our learning. 
Another student of commerce, who wants to be a secretaryj said, 
'I thought it was silly to have students grade papers. If one could 
1rite a theme he was doing good; and besides, we were learningo Now 
\ 
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ny attitude has changed. I learned by seeing the mi stakes of others." 
! 
A vocational agriculture student who had been out of sc.hool and 
mt of the service for several years said, "Putting us into groups of 
( 
~our to grade each other's papers helped me to understand how others 
j 
1ere progressing along with me a 11 This student had many language dif fi-
\. 
:ulties, but he took all the help he could get from everyone. 
C 
A student whose ambition is to teach vocational agriculture in 
L small high school saidj 1!0ne of the outstanding things was the help 
E 
got from grading our themes in class. This makes one study harder 
] 
;o get a better paper a 11 
I 
Other· criticisms volunteered by the .students are the following: 
I hav-e enjoyed writing theme:s and tiave liked the unusual 
way we graded ther:J.es most of all. 1 get rr.uch more out of it 
by having somebody else rrade n1y theme E:md hailing to correc.t 
it before I hand the theme in., 
0 U l' t• () 
I liked grading each other· s themes bee;ai..;.se it made r.ie 
realize that they had many of the same problems that I had. 
Also it made me think of waye to improve upon these e:rrors o 
I liked the way that themes were ta::en jnto coLsideration 
and the way they were gradedo I think it always helps us if 
we look for and find ci.1r own rrista!:es~ If a teacher marks 
errors on my paper~ nine ry1t of ten times I won 1 t stop to 
reason why, but just say, 111 • .Jell, it' s wrong so I won· t use 
it ae;ain. 11 If tbis attitude is tal:en, a person never will 
learn why a thing is wrong. So I think it is much better for 
one to find his own errors and correct them himself. 
The thing I liked most about the course was correcting our 
,wn papers. I learned more that way than I did any other way • . . . . . 
I would have liked for my theme to have been given a grade 
Lnd returned, but I guess too mu.ch of an emphasis on grades 
Ls not good in such a course as this. 
Grading one's own themes and those of his classmates has 
L learning quality that theme writing would not otherwise 
1ave. You learn to look for mistakes before you hand in your 
,aper rather than after someone has marked your paper and 
1and~d it back to you. 
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These reports by students are comparable to the evaluations made 
by the teachers of sections G-2 and D-3. They show an interest in the 
student editing; yet they reflect also the student's strong desire for 
the thorough attention of the teacher to each paper. In the light of 
a recommendation by one teacher that the method might be better for 
poorer students, it is unfortunate that written reports from all the 
classes are not available. Hone of the students whose criticism is 
reported above ranked higher than the twenty-seventh percentile on the 
American Council on Education Psychological Examination. 
These observations of teachers and of students show a number of 
obstacles that must be overcome and a number of advantages that can be 
experienced when themes are edited b~, the students. The obstacles are 
the inability of students to find errors, or when they do find them, 
to discriminate between major and minor difficulties; the lack of faith 
in themselves and in each other in the matter of grading; and indifferent 
attitudestoward the importance of the editing; a lack of time for lecture 
and class discussion; and a certain amount of confusion in the classroom. 
Advantages are the development in the student of an awareness of right 
and wrong ways of writing and a greater skill in detecting errors; 
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more time for the teacher to observe and to assist individuals at their 
work; quicker reading of themes so that weaknesses are known to the 
student before he writes again; some relief to the teacher in reading 
and criticising great numbers of themes; the stimulation of thinking 
among the students as they defend their criticisms and their writing 
to each other. All the findings stated up to now concern the work of 
only a few students and teachers. They are subjective and incomplete, 
but they provide the reader some realistic illustration of what the 
following statistical reports say. 
Summaries of Means and Standard Deviations 
To provide a more objective comparison by which to study the 
trends of improvement and by which to seek further for evidence 
rej acting or supporting the student editing method as a cause of 
improvement in freshman composition, the following tables have been 
made of group and section averages and group standard deviations. The 
section averages are arithmetical; the group averages are derived means. 
Still no attempt has been made to combine the three sets of scores. 
Language knowledge, mechanics, and organization of content are still 
kept separate. 
Table XVI, as did the tables of gains and losses, shows evidence 
to favor the control group in the amount of gain during the six weeks 
of student editing. It must be remembered, however, that neither these 
means nor the previously reported individual pains and losses have been 
corrected for individual or group differences in initial ability, for 
chance errors of measurement, or for teacher differences w1u.ch may 
be present. 
TABLE XVI 
SIB.fMARY OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE RAW SCORES 
,MADE IN THE FIRST, FOURTH, AND TENTH WEEKS ON 
Sections 
' FORMS CM, AM, Arm R'1 RESPECTIVELY OF THE 
BARRETT-RYAN-SCHRPJ1MEL Er.JGLISH TEST 
Control Group Experimental Group 
·--· 





H-1 89.86 95.20 102.40 93.40 104.40 105.20 15 
G-2 104.47 102.87 109.33 88.73 93.20 100.53 15 
D-3 97.27 99.27 102.40 87.60 99.33 97.40 15 
A-4 83.53 88.47 90.60 I 80.40 95.40 93.07 15 
B-7 77.40 86.47 89.60 78.13 79.33 81.40 15 
Group Mean 90.50 94.50 98.90 83.30 94.10 95.90 
·-
SD ! 23.50 21.29 19.69 20.89 18.93 18.35 
I G5 N I 75 75 75 75 75 
Change in group means was in an upward direction with standard 
deviation becoming smaller in both the control and the experirrental 
group. Three of the ten sections did not follow the pattern of upward 
change. Experimental section D-3 averaged 87.60 on Form Cm and 99.33 
on Form Am, then dropped to 97.40 on Form Bm. Experimental section A-4 
had averages rising from 80.40 to 95.40 and then dropping to 93.07. 
Control section G-2 dropped from 104.47 to 102.87 and then rose to 
109.33. As in the examination of gains and losses,these means and 
standard deviations seem to indicate a faster growth for the control 
group. However, such a conclusion is not necessarily valid in the 
light of the inequality of the two groups in initial ability. 
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Table XVII shows a possible but unreliable advantage to the student 
editing group in the amount of improvement made in correct performance. 
or mechanics, but it also shows that the direction of change was very 
irregular for the secticns in both groups. 
TABLE XVII 
SUMMARY OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATI0NS OF THE RAW SCORES 
MADE ON MECHANICS IN THE FIRST, FOURTH, AND TENTH 
1 
.. JEEKS AS JUDGED BY PAET TWO OF THE EDITDJG GUIDE 
Sections Control Group Experimental Group 
I IV X I IV X 
H-1 72.87 67.67 73.40 76.33 70.33 82.00 
G-2 83.33 74.33 80.73 73.60 73.93 78.47 
D-3 76.87 72.07 72.40 83.73 68. 53 75.80 
A-4 67.13 75.33 71.87 71.20 74.60 80.80 
B-7 41.07 34.20 52.53 43.87 47.40 52.47 
Group Mean 68.40 65.00 69.17 70.07 67.20 73.47 








N 75 75 75 75 75 7~--
There was a drop in mean score of both the control and the experi-
mental groups in the fourth week, but the rise in the last six weeks 
raised the mean higher than that of the first week. However, 
this d3crease in scores after four weeks may not mean that students did 
not decrease in skill, but that they began to use new and strange words, 
to attempt the expression of more complex ide,as, and to become frus-
trated over some of the techniques of writing. The fact that in the 
I 
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end they made higher scores than •.J !'81' ::;ee:ns to bear out th.is a[;s-:.i.mption. 
The decrease was about the same for both groups,, 
Means of content scores followed an upward d1rectjon for themes 
one, four, and ten for the total groups and for all sections except 
control H-1 and experimental A-·4" In both of these sections, however, 
the drop .in average waa overcome on the final test with an average 
surpassing that of the initial test" 
TABLE XVIII 
SlMMARY OF l'/:1i'JtTS .~1ND STM·'DARD DEVIATI'.')nS OF' THE RA'tJ SCORES 










AS JUDGED BY PART mr OF THE EDITING GUIDE 
-.,----
Control Group Exper irnental 
.-·-- ·--
I IV X I !V 
--·------
22.67 21 • .3J 21~. 33 
17.53 19013 20./ .. 7 
20u73 2la00 25.93 
17.6'7 18.53 19.13 
10040 15.07 16.60 
1'7.72 19 .. 24 21.32 
·-----·-------
7.26 6.72 7.98 
17, 
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75 75 75 7 5 75 75 ! 
Table XVIII shows oppos1 te trends in standard deviation i or the 
control and experimental groups. For the control group, the standard 
deviation of scores in the fir ,,t week was 7 ~ 26J The scores in the fourt] 
had a standard deviation of orcl;'./ 6" 72; then in the tenth week, there was 
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a standard deviation of 7.92, 1.1J1J_c11 wa<~ h::rr1er tha.r. tho one of the first 
week. Just the opposite hap'.,oned t·~) t~e experimental group when the 
standard deviations were 8019, 10"411 and 7"11 in the first, fo;ITth, and 
tenth weeks respectively. 
The same uncertainty of change existed in laneuage knowledge, in 
mechanics, and in orranization of content;. There.!:" ore Y no effort was 
attempted to combine the results of the three sets of scores. Such a 
combinatlon would probably be influenced by the factors of relationship 
among the three facets: language knowledge~ me~hanics~ and content. 
The uncorrected data show that the umtrol group made more gain in 
language knowledge~ that the experimental group made more gain in correct-
ness of performance, and that there was no dif.ference between the two 
groups in improvement of abili.ty to organize material to substantiate 
an ideao 
No one of the three analyses thus far employed was adequate to 
reject or to retain the hypothesis that st.t1dent editir:e c.auses more 
improvement in writing than does teacher editing of themes. First, 
the summaries of individual gains and losses showed that in laneuage 
knowledge and in mechanics r more students of the control group rr.ad& 
gains during the period of student 1;1di ting than did students of the 
experimental grouVi but wh&n the ga!.ns and losses of that six wee!-::s 
were compared wlth those of U:.e ent.ir.e ten weeks~ the patt8rns of 
change were too varj_ed to be c,onc.lusJ vo. Sec-ond, tho advantages and 
disadvantages observnd by teachers and sturl.ci:-1ts showed favor to neither 
group. Third 9 the surrunaries of group means and attrndard deviations 
showed the same di·11ersity of pattern as did tbE: galns and losees. 
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Because of the probabil:ity tLat tb~ 11buve d,:'-->cr1b0d inrhVJ.dual 
and group differences would o,.:cur 1 it \.:b.s planned j n the beginning to 
test the hypothesis hy means of analysis of covariance. 
Analysis of covariance r1~presents ar. eY.tension of analysis 
of variance to allow for the correlation between initial and 
final scores. Covari&ncc is especially useful to exnerimental 
psycholoei.sts when for various reascns it 1.s impossible to or 
quite difficult to equate control and experimer:tal groups at 
the start •• ". T!·JI'ough covariance one is able to effect Judg-
ments in final or terminal sco1es which will allow for differ··· ence in some initial .rariable. 
Lindquist has po:nted out tho danger of errors &1e to such extraneous 
factors as teacher differences) meeting ti me~ ar.d disturbing elements 
within each class. 
In this study, significant individual differences were evident 
from the scores on the mental ability test, from the ir.dividual gains 
and losses on the tests of' lancuage knowledge 9 mechanics, and organi-
zation of content; and from the variety of change in central tendency 
of scores as observed from the standard deviations. In spite of the 
care exercised to conduct all the classes alike, there was also the 
possibility that teacher differences would 1rdluence the results of 
statistical procedurec Therefore the following analyses make provision 
for isolating those teacher differences 9 if any:; from the resul tsa 
Analyses of Variance 
An analysis of variance was perfor:.10d for the purp::ise of determining 
"1hether or not there were true di.ff ererces between the methods when 
variability due to external factors was Bl~counted fer. Table XIX shows 
1
Lindquistj E. :L, 12§.~ign ans_ ~nal;y§_.i_:§. o: ~riment in Psycholog,y 
~nd Education (Few York:1 1953) )' p. J2L 
-
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the sums of the raw scores made on language knowledge which were used 




SUMS OF THE RAW SCORES IN LANGUAGE KNG1.·~LEDGE MADE 
IN THE FOURTH HEEK ON FORM AM OF THE 
BARRETI'-RYAN-SCHRAMMEL ENGLISH !EST 
Teachers 
H-1 G-2 D-3 A-4 
1428 15/~J 14R9 1327 
-






It has already been shown that there are group differences 
n language knowledge. 1he sums of scores if Table XIX confirm the 
iinding of those differences. 1he analysis recorded in Table XX 
feparates the treatment combination variance into teacher variance 
9 hd methods variance so that the mathods variance is isolated. 
ai 
Sources 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE RAW SCORES IN LANGUAGE 
KNOWLEDGE MADE IN THE FOURTH \·.1EEK ON FORM AM OF THE 
BARRETT-RYAN-SCHRAMMEL ENGLISH TEST 
df ss MS F 
Total 149 57,871.79 
Treatment Combination 9 8,218.99 
Teachers 4 6,174.49 1543.62 4.35 
Methods 1 .54 • 54 0.002 





Error 140 49,652.80 354. 66 -
10( 
Group differences having been found, those differences were furthe 
treated to see whether they were due to teacher or to methods variance. 
The F of 4.35 is significant at the one per cent level of confidence, 
showing that the teachers and other extraneous factors of the classroon 
were responsible for the differences among the means. The F of .002 
for methods is very non-significant. Therefore it can be said that nor 
of the difference among the means was due to method. 
The same kind of treatment was given to the made in language 
knowledge at the tenth week. Table XXI shows the sums of scores and 





SUMS OF RAW SCORES DJ LANGUAGE KNOWLEDGE MADE 
IN THE TENTH WEEK ON FORM BM OF THE 
BARRETT-RYAN-SCHR.AMMEL EN:iLISH TEST 
Teachers 
H-1 G-2 ---i5-J A-4 
I 
1536 1640 1536 1359 
1578 1508 1461 1396 
TABLE XXII 
ANALYSIS OF VA..~IANCE OF RAW SCORES IN LANGUAGE MADE 
IN THE TENTH WEEK ON FORM BM OF THE 
BARRETT-RYAN-SCHR..AMMEL ENGLISH TEST 
- -
Sources df ss MS F -
Total 149 5 2,058.39 
Treatment Combination 9 9,643.39 
Teachers 4 4,890.35 1,222.59 4.04 
Methods 1 420.00 420.00 1.39 
Interaction 4 4,333.39 1,083.35 3.5? 








. 7 .01 
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The significant F of 4.04 and the non-significant F of 1.39 show 
that the difference is due to teacher variance and not to methods. 
Therefore, it cannot be said that the experimental group made more 
improvement in language knowledge than the control group during the 
period of student editing. 
Mechanics 
An analysis of the two tests in mechanics revealed the same kinds 
of results that were found in language knowledge. Tables XXIII and XX:11 
show the sums of scores and the analysis of the fourth week. 
TABLE XXIII 
SUMS OF RAW SCORES IN MECHANICS MADE IN THE FOURTH WEEK 
AS JUDGED BY PART TWO OF THE EDITING GUIDE 
Methods Teachers 
H-1 G-2 D-3 A-4 
Control 1015 1115 1081 1130 
Experimental 1055 1109 1028 1119 
TABLE XXIV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RAW SCORES IN MECHANICS MADE 
IN THE FOURTH WEEK AS JUDGED BY 
PART TWO OF THE EDITING GUIDE 
·--· Sources df ss MS 
Total 149 72,093.16 





Teachers 4 24,268.63 6,067.16 18.32 <.01 
Methods 1 188.16 188.16 .57 >.05 
Interaction 4 1,270.84 317. 7 .96 >.05 
Error 140 46,365.53 331.18 
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!"'lecr.arics &nd the 
analysis for the ten~h wee~. 
sur·'.S OF ~'.J,_',l .scrm:i::s II~ l:ECJ!f,!:I':;S ·:/,DE e; THE TENTH ',JEEK 
I\S JlJD(:,:D :_w Pl',!IT 'l' .. '.·) '.F 'Li..E r.:~J:ITI?:c G~JL)E 
Teachers 
-H~l-· . G·~2-·- D •· 3 h--r------ --·-- --·----
Control 1101 1211 1086 1078 ------ --·- -·--
Experimental 1230 1177 1137 1212 
----·----- -------·· ----
'I t.RL.:~ XXVI 
AXJ\LYSIS CF V/..Rl/;nc-r: OF RMJ SCORES Ml,DE Ir l-1ECHfl.HICS 
EJ TH-r.: Tri:HTll '.IF.El". AS .n!DGED _r3Y 




Sources ··----r· df -----y-------·- ·----··----ss !-1'.S F p 
------·---------'---- -
Total I J.49 101,0P.?.6? 
Treatment Comb~ ;;a :.i ::-.,. 9 
Teachers 1.';. 6.10 
Methods l 518.54 518. 54 
Interaction 4. '/5),66 129.92 .31 i:·-·05 
Error i ---
In the 'tenth wee 1, there were: s-t, ill si gnif ica!1t. cUf.f erences 1'etweei 
the means due to teacher variance~ rn;t n0nfl due ta methods. The hypo-
thesis that student ed1L1r:c CB.U!:it:::,; r::cr!:'i 1rnpro•,n::,c,:t in rr.echanlcs can 
be rejected thereby mo.>1r:g u.cirl1 t 1 onal arililysi.s by covaril:ince unneces-
sary. 
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Of the three analyses of variance, the one on organization of con-
tent was the only one to agree wholly with the examinations given earlie: 
in this chapter of gains and losses and of means and standard deviations 
concerning the relation of improvement in the control and experimental 
groups. Tables XXVII and XXVIII contain the sums of scores and the 





SUMS OF HAW SCORES IN CONTENT MADE IN THE 
FOURTH WEEK AS JUDGED BY PART ONE 
OF THE EDITING GUIDE 
Teachers -
H-1 G-2 D-3 A-4 
320 287 315 278 
382 307 326 215 
TABLE XXVIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RAW SCORES IN CONTENT MADE 
IN THE FOURTH WEEK AS JUDGED BY 
PART ONE OF THE EDITING GUIDE 
Sources df ss MS -
Total 149 8,050.25 
Treatment Combination 9 1,623.40 
Teachers 4 1,374.14 343. 56 
Methods 1 10.67 10.67 
I 
Interaction 4 238.59 59.65 
I 






• 23 /.05 
1.30 >.05 
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F test applied to c0ntcnt scores rcveu~ed si~nificant differences c& 
tween group means but shc,wed also that tl,ey were due to teachers 
rather than to method. 
Tables XXIX and XXX contain the surr~ of scores and the analysis for 
the tenth week. 
TABLE XXIZ 
smt.s OF RA',./ SCORES II'T C()!'.T"SNT ;,[ADE n: THE 
Tf,;t-~TII ',JEEK AS JU8G r::D BY P /.RT O?lE 




R-1 G-2 D-3 /,-·4 
Control 365 307 .389 287 
Experimental 426 294 ____ J 349 289 
TABLE XXX 
-
ANllLYSIS OF V f,RIA:-JCE OF RA\,J SC0RES IE cr:TTEMT MADE 
IN THE TENTH AEE!<. AS JUDGED BY ?Af~T or.IE 
OF THE EDITIEG GUIDE 
------
Sources df ss MS 
Total 149 8,86.3.34 
Treatment Combination 9 2,094.60 
Teachers 4 1,911.11 427.52 
Methods , 1.13 LB .J.. 
I 
Interaction I 4 182. 36 45. 59 
I 
I 









• 02 I ).051 
.94 ) .051 
---
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As the tables show, the differences among the means of the content scores 
were not due to methods. Since there were no significant differences 
due to method at the fourth week or at the tenth week, then the hypothesis 
that student editing causes more improvement than teacher editing can be 
rejected without the preplanned analysis of covariance. 
Summary of Analyses of Data 
An empirical examination of individual gains and losses showed a 
slight advantage to the control group in language knowledge and in 
mechanics, but showed also a varying pattern of change which cast doubt 
upon the influence of student editing in making the advantage. In con-
tent scores, the examination of gains and losses showed no difference 
between the t\olo groups. 
Unadjusted means and the standard deviations of the groups favored 
the control group in language knowledge and the experimental group in 
mechanics, but showed no difference in content. Here again the small 
numbers of subjects, the varying pattern of change, and the imbalance 
of initial abilities made the results invalid. 
Observations of teachers and students contained about the same 
number of advantages as disadvantages of the method of having themes 
edited by students, with no facts that would necessarily reject or retain 
the hypothesis. 
When method and teacher influences were separated, there was 
found no difference between the two groups as to method of editing. 
Because there was no difference due to method, the analysis of covar-
iance to adjust for individual differences w&s not made. 
CHAPTF:R SIX 
CONCLUSION AND RECQM:,@TDATIONS 
The hypothesis stated at the beginning of this study was as follows: 
The difference between the improvement made by students of freshman 
composition who edit each others' themes cooperatively and the improve-
ment mady by students whose themes are edited by only the teacher tend 
to favor the student editing. Findings of the study were that in an 
experiment involving five sections who edited five of their own themes 
and five other sections whose themes were edited by the teacher alone, 
there was no significant difference in the effect of the two methods on 
language knowledge, on correctness of performance, or on ability to 
choose a topic and develop it by effective use and organization of rele-
vant materials. For the subjects involved in the study and presumably 
for students of Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College the hypothesis 
must be rejected. However, the study must be considered inconclusive for 
populations other than these. 
Recommendations 
Empirical evidence indicates that student editing may have value 
as a teaching method under one or more of the following conditions: 
1. If the student-edited themes are re-edited by the teacher 
and grades are awarded to the editor as well as to the 
author, 
2. If more skill can be developed in directing and motivating 
group work, 
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If great care ~s ~x0rc~sed 
the student oditorsy" 
tiLf°=_: 
4. If fewer themes aro edited in succession by ~hA ~tudents, 
5. If students have bAfore them ~pecific e;riteria by which to 
edit the themes, 
6. If students do net become inv0lv0d in the awardiDf of rrades 
to the themes, and 
?o If each student feels that he has received due attention 
and coun~e1 from thB teachArc 
lO'i 
There is little rvidence that, under these conditions, effective 
of the student editing roothod will lessen any teacheris hours of 
k, but it does seem that the rrethod will shift the emphasis from 
teacher as a clerk who marks errors on a theme and posts the resul1 
a book to the teacher as a guide who points the way to better writir 
more critical thinki.ng, and to more cooperative attitudes for the 
dents. It is in the light of these possibilities that the followin€ 
ommendations are offered: 
l. More experimenting should be done in the matter of student 
group editing, using longer periods of time, more students 
and teachers, and a more discriminating design of experi-
mentation., 
2. Preparation for such an experiment should include not only 
the study of criteria and instruments for judging the themes, 
but also the study of effective group dynamics. 
36 More study and testing should be given to the editine guide 
to try it as a probable criterion measure for expository 
writingo 
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APPENDIX A 
NUMERICAL DATA USED IN THE STUDY 
ll8 
TABLE XXXI 
CONTROL SECTIOl! H-1: SCORES OIT AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION 
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONL BARRETT-RYAN-SCHR.AMMEL 
ENGLISH TEST, AND TEST THEMES 
119 
I A.C.E.it A.C.E.* I :3.R.Sch.** Theme*·;t* Theme*** 
Student ; Age Raw Scores '%'.ile Scores! Raw Scores Mechanics Content ---·--· I 
Q L T Q L T Cm Am Bm I IV X I IV ~-
H-l-con-01 19 52 61 113 84 43 61 1109 97 108 65 80 67 21 34 33 
' I 
02 18 31 35 66 17 4 6 l 69 68 7? 60 70 90 16 19 23 
i 
' 
03 i 19 45 44 89 63 10 23 102 98 103 66 40 37 21 14 14 
04 i 18 38 67 105 136 58 47 1121 122 127 96 75 88 20 31 33 ' I 
i 
05 ? 34 41 1 3 1 I 59 65 90 64 90 66 15 18 14 
i 
06 19 38 36 74 36 I+ 10 90 82 101 50 73 70 13 14 18 
07 
I 
19 60 76 136 96 98 106 114 80 70 85 34 24 34 I 77 70 I 
08 j 32 60 92 19 41 27 72 88 95 63 69 88 31 18 31 
09 : 18 50 83 133 i 66 ?.5 38 92 106 111 89 59 80 17 16 21 I 
I 
I 10 ! 53 94 147 j 86 97 96 101 96 101 86 72 58 28 28 33 
i 
I 
I i 80 20 18 




63 J31 I 12 38 101 36 1+8 41 107 113 122 82 60 70 19 13 
I 
! 13 23 47 70 7 14 8 68 89 86 79 42 85 2R 16 20 
L 14 59 91 150 95 95 97 118 138 127 82 80 85 32 34 36 15 19 36 58 94 :30 36 30 77 79 82 72 60 52 13 17 13 
*American Council on Education Psychological Examina;t!on, 1940 edition, 
was given when students enrolled at Oklahoma A. & M. College. 
**Barrett-Ryan-Schrarrunel English Test, Forms Cm, Am, and Bm were 
given in first, fourth, and tenth weeks respectively. 
***Themes I, IV, and X were test themes written in the first, fourth, 
and tenth wee 1rn respectively and were scored for mechanics by Part II of 
the Guide for Editing ~sito~ Themes and for content on Part I of the 
same guide. Raw scores are given above. 
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TABLE XXXII 
EXPERIMENTAL SECTI11H H-1: SC()Rf<:S m1 Ar-RRICAl' COUW'IL ON EDUCATION 
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BARRETT-RYAN-SCHRAMMEL 
ENGLISH TE.ST, AIU TEST TH:SHES 
A.C.E.lt A.C.E,* I B.~ .Sch** 1 Theme*H Theme**it: 
Student AX' Raw Scores 2}1e Sc9ye Rc..c..a_.;.w__;;;.S~co-'r;...;;e_;;;;s ..... !---'t~1e;...;;c ... h__ an=i--'c.§...l_Qontent I 
1
1 
n L_ T L T Cm Am Bm I I IV X , I IV X ~~~_......~~~-~--+---"~---~~--~~----r 
H-l-exp-01 : 19 , 22 31 53 j 6 2 3 53 ?l 7P I 78 JO 66 i 23 12 29 
! : 
03 ! 20 i 45 44 89 63 16 23 104 119 116 47 80 90 I 20 28 36 
I I 
I I 












19 31 51 82 
19 45 73 118 
17 43 (.6 109 
17 I 22 47 69 
is I 35 50 r.s 
' I 
19: 27 60 27 
I 
i 
17 21 16 82 98 96 55 75: 15 20 30 
I 
63 71 69 106 115 113 90 72 
55 55 54 112 111108 78 96 
6 14 8 69 77 80 56 54 
27 19 18 77 73 82 54 49 
11 41 21 106 121 117 95 90 





21 31 29 
921 25 33 33 
691 28 18 21 
so! 20 20 15 
I 
90 \ 36 35 34 
90 I 13 13 13 
I 
rn 1 43 44 87 
I 
13 l 18 , 40 47 87 44 14 21 127 125 128 85 75 95133 34 35 








6 30 41 33 98 97 98 60 53 63 25 28 28 
1 1 1 128 132 133 95 96 94 34 32 32 
____ ......_......._ll_2 _ _9]-__ ]1_86 __]1._J.13 111 85 81 85 31 28 28 
*!mericag Council .Q.!1 Education Psycholopical Examination, 1940 edition, 
was given when students enrolled at Oklahoma A. & M. College. 
**Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel English !est, Forms Cm, Am, and Bm were 
given in first, fourth, and tenth weeks respectively. 
***Themes I, IV, and X were test themes written in first, fourth, 
and tenth weeks respectively and were scored for mechanics by Part II of 
the Guid~ for Editing Expository Therres and for content on Part I of the 
same guide. Raw scores are given below. 
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TABLE XXXIII 
COFTROL SECTION G-2: SCORES arr: AMERJ_Q~B. C')UNCIL ON EDUCATION 
PSYCHOLCGICAL EXAMINATIONL_BARRETT-RYA~SCHR.AMMEL 
ENGLISH TEST, Mm TEST THEMES 
I :a "'. s h ** i Theme**:~ Theme*** A C -,:;, * . A.C.E.* • • ......., • j •. • C • . 
s tudent Age Raw Scores · '1..ile Scoref Raw Scores Mechanics Cont~nt 
0 L T Q L T Cm Am Brn I IL_X_ I IV X -·-
i 
12l -con-01 18 41 57 98 47 34 36 83 82 85 86 67 261 2 0 G-2 
02 43 48 91 55 15 26 75 68 91 91 68 721 14 12 0 
03 20 39 71110 40 67 56 123 110 120 88 75 94 I 25 20 23 
04 18 35 62 97 27 45 34 121 134 140 86 P9 90 26 26 29 
05 18 59 91 150 
I 
95 95 I 97 141 137 139 86 98 
6? 26 32 28 
06 I 44 51 96 
I 
59 21 32 116 115 118 89 71 83 18 24 28 I 
19 I 07 63 74 137 I 98 73 91 127 125 131 93 80 98 ! 18 21 31 
08 22 I 50 80 130 84 82 22 110 108 116 84 74 94 11 13 19 
I 
241 09 ! 3 46 49 1 12 1 95 90 19 65 77 87 17 15 
10 I /1,,2 54 96 51 27 33 79 60 86 68 66 71 , 10 12 13 
I ! I 
11 20 I 17 46 63 I 5 
11 8 130 133 131 99 80 ss / 25 30 26 
12 20 I l.7 79 126 70 79 77 109 118 120 99 80 68 27 21 14 
I 
13 19 I -,,,-, ./ ( 64 101 33 50 41 74 (:,9 78 66 54 62 13 23 27 
14 I 55 75 130 90 75 84 107 115 104 78 76 98 18 21 20 
15 18136 58 94 30 36 30 77 79 82 72 60 52 13 17 13 
*American Gouncil on Education Psychological Examination, 1940 edition: 
"'1as given when students enrolled at Oklahoma A. & M. College. 
** Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel English Te~t, Forms Cm, Arn, and Bm were 
given in "irst, fourth, and t0nth weeks respectively. 
***Themes I, IV, and Y. were test themes written in first, fourth, 
and tenth wee\:s respectively and were scored for mechanics by Part II of 
the Guide for Editing ~~sito!)'.: The~ and for content on Part I of the 
same guide. Raw scores are Qivcn above. 
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TABLE XXXIV 
EXPERIMElTTAL SECTI0N G-2: SCORES ON M,fEEICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION 

















E!~CLISB_ TE:ST., AND TEST TH7 >rES 
A.C.E.* 
Aa,.e Raw Scores 
Q L T 
18 54 67 121 
18 35 36 71 
19 44 58 102 
18 36 57 93 
19 I 43 49 91 
18 30 43 73 _ 
18. 47 P3 130 \ . 
I I 19 48 50 98 ! . 
19 48 56 104 
20 51 51 102 
61 84 145 
19 45 76 121 
47 44 91 
18 38 69 107 
25 54 76 
A .. :.E.* B. F. Sch.*~~ Theme*,~'~ Theme*:~* 
%ile Score1: Raw 
0 L T Cm ·-- -
88 58 73 74 
27 , .. 9 60 
I 
I 
59 36 42 I 111 
I 
30 34 22 I 115 
55 17 27 55 
15 9 9 84 







M echanics' Cont~nt 
~I IV X I 
8 
5 
1 24 66 j 1r 20 17 
O 78 76 j 7 18 19 
9 45 98 , 21 22 25 8 
I 
9 3 0 86 I 24 0 29 
I 
58 61' 6 2 66 70 j 16 18 13, 
P3 103 4 
114 114: 6 
O 56 70 9 22 13 
1 90 71 27 32 18 
P6 70 15 16 16 
73 31 46 1 77 92 97176 88 R6 : lJ 22 19 
S2 21 42 P.9 9P 104 64 99 7P. l 12 22 23 
73 19 36 83 94 103 70 
97 °8 96 
63 77 73 
70 10 26 
36 63 51 




85 92 98 74 80 65 i 17 10 13 
84 P6 94 93 79 70 I l8 
77 101 104 80 84 99 O 
104 84 115176 84 85124 31 JO 
18 12 
23 22 
* American Council _en Educ a ti on Psychological Examination, 1940 53di tion 
,as given when students enrolled at Oklahoma A. & Mo College. 
**Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel English Test, Forms Cm, Am, and Bm were 
~iven in first, fourth, and tenth weeks respectively. 
***Themes I, IV, and X were test themes written in first, fourth, 
md tenth wee:rn respectively and were scored for mechanics by Part II of 
;he Quide for Editing Expository Themes and for content on Part I of the 
,arne guide. Raw scores are given above. 
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TABLE XXXV 
CONTROL SECTION D-3: ~r,ORES 01'! AMERICAN Q0UFCIL ON BDUCATION 
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, Btu...RRETT-RYAN-SCHRAi'\fi·1EL 
ENGLISH TEST, AND TEST TITTMES 
A.C.E.* 
Raw Scores 
.Q._ L T 
I 
Student __ A_~ 
I 
I 
A r· E *. Ts R f"' h ** I • .. "' "• • .. • C • 
%ile Scores Paw Scores 






~Hon tent X-r IV X IV 
5P 46114 9 9 >-J-con-01 35 47 22 27 14 31 63 72 78 70 
I i 
63 f?? 150 98 91 97 I 134 124 128 99 93 
i 
02 2J 99 : 26 27 34 
46 61107 66 
i 90 90 98 91 83 4.3 51 I 03 23 45 29 21 34 
I ! 
57 84 141 9.3 88 94 
I 
110 124 123 ! 99 88 
! 
40 72 112 44 6'? 59 I 98 90 99 75 46 I 
04 17 
05 19 
15 I 12 22 34 
48 25 30 34 
06 I 2J 48 57 105 73 34 41 109 108 99 70 62 72 ~ 13 20 15 
I 
I 
07 18 39 53 92 40 25 27 64 82 89 42 48 70 / 14 12 19 
08 19 51 54 105 82 27 47 87 88 92 70 55 86 I 20 6 15 
! 
46 76 122 66 I 122 103 
I 




90 \ 26 22 33 
; 
50 75 125 79 75 79 I 74 92 100 j 70 95 
I 
I I 
' 46 81 127 66 P5 81 I 130 132 127 I 96 96 I 
10 ~J 
11 18 
70 r 19 23 31 
99 i 36 .30 29 
I 
12 18 38 60 98 36 41 36 104 117 120 / 73 59 79 13 26 32 
I 
13 18 62 74 136 98 75 90 125 119 120 61 88 99 28 28 JO 
14 18 36 66 102 30 55 42 63 70 64 66 54 78 21 27 27 
15 22 46 57 103 66 31+ 44 86 78 69 81 63 30 15 12 1~ 
* American Council .QQ Education Psychological Examination, 1940-.edition, 
as given when students enrolled at Oklahoma A. & M. College. 
**Barrett-Ryan-Schramm.el English Test, Fcrms Cm, Am, and Bm were 
:iven in first, fourth, and tenth weeks respectively. 
***Themes I, IV, and X were test themes written in first, fourth, 
,nd tenth weeks respectively and were scored for mechanics by Part II of 
;he Guide for Editing ~ository Themes and for content on Part I of the 
1ame guide. Raw scores are given below. 
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TABLE YYY.VI 
EXPERIMENTAL SECTIOP D-3: SC1RES ON AMSf.ICAF' crmr::CIL ON EDUCATION 
PS:YCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BARRETT-RYAN-SCHRAMMEL 
EJlGLISH TEST, AND TP.ST THEMES 
1 ~
1 /1.C.E.* I /\.C.E.* i B.R.Sch.**, 
S=..;c.tu=d=s;;;..;n=-t ____ ,_A..,_g.._e Raw Sc™~ %ile Scor~_ Raw Scores ! 
I L T I Q L T-+ Cm Am Bm 1 
Theme*** Theme*** 
Mechanics! Content 
















I 1s 44 56 100 i 39 31 39 i 65 117 101 j 
I 19 28 51 79 i 12 21 13 , 76 88 106 1 
i I I 
8 2 64 66 i 24 24 18 
' 85 81 70 I 19 28 29 
19 51 76 127 182 77 81 ! 98 104 101 i 
18 48 e5 13.3 173 89 87 1110 115 116 l 
18 ' 3 O 4 7 77 15 14 12 I 8 .3 2 0 8 3 1 
90 66 90 34 35 27 
9 5 5 3 58 18 23 29 
60 59 60 i 18 18 15 
18 46 56 102 
19 45 70 115 
18 42 71 113 
19 44 61 105 
l? 36 66 102 
20 49 57 106 
18 48 68 116 
19 32 70 102 
18 42 47 ?9 
19 52 71 123 
66 31 42 96 111 100 I 
6.3 65 fJ.~ 3 5 68 66 
80 49 93 







67 61 I 121 
I 
1,3 47 / R8 
l 
55 42 ! 92 
34 491 85 
60 66 I s7 
113 120 90 ~7 
97 P7 99 64 
9P P4 i 89 96 
93 81 90 64 
R2 101 45 54 
77 16 15 18 
56 10 21 19 
83 14 18 15 
67 12 12 22 
54 22 29 32 
19 65 42 112 113 121 99 92 99 34 32 36 
51 14 23 53 106 81 80 36 96 15 20 18 
84 67 76 113 105 11.3 96 91 90 21 19 31 
*American Council .Q£ Education Psychological Examj.nation, 1940 ~dition 
,as given when students enrolled at Oklahoma A. & M. College. 
**Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel English Tes!, Forms Cm, Am, and B:m were 
~iven in first, fourth, and tenth weeks respectively. 
***Themes I, IV, and X were test themes written in first, fourth, 
:1.nd tenth weeks respectively and were scored for mechanics by Part II of 
the Guide fo~ Editing Exposito;:y The~ and for content on Part I of the 
3ame guide. Raw scores are given below. 
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TABLE XXXVII 
CONTROL SECTION A-4: SCORES O'N AMERICAN C0UtWIL ON EDUCATI()N 
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BARRETT-RYAN-SC8RAMMEL 
ENGLISH TEST, AFD TEST THEMES 
A.C.E.* 1 A.C."F:.* B.R.Sch.** ! Theme*** , Theme*** 















19 I 32 39 71 
i 
19 l 21 52 73 
! 
30 j 49 63 
I 
112 
23 j 53 59 112 
18 
19 
56 70 126 
43 52 95 
24 43 64 107 
18 41 70 111 
! 
1s I 36 66 102 
18 \ 29 63 92 
I 
















89: 44 36 
75 i 60 69 
I 
81 j 58 99 
l 
81 165 73 
55 
55 50 51 I 95 
1071 ?6 77 
102175 75 
70 86 56 86 
I 
96 ! 1+5 85 
I 
65 58 I 94 94 
' 
47 
30 55 42 ! 86 95 92 i 63 68 
14 48 
33 17 
94 94 120 59 90 
86 78 69 I s1 63 
34 t 12 13 12 
80 I 8 15 16 
i 
' . 
84 25 24 25 
69 ; 19 14 17 
I 
s1 I 12 18 21 
I 
74 I 2119 29 
90 ! 14 18 16 
I 
' 
25 I 2s 2s 24 
' 
85 l 15 15 16 
I 
' 
85 j 17 25 21 
30 15 12 13 
27 29 24 85 91 96 70 85 51 16 22 18 




17 35 55 90 
18 35 70 105 
19 39 49 P8 
19 40 81 121 
40 17 22 
44 25 73 
83 78 79 91 70 
117 116 105 76 84 
24 19 15 ' 
20 2J 21 20 
-------'------· 
*American Council£!! Education Psychological Examination, 1940 edition, 
•as given when students enrolled at Oklahoma Ao i.- >1. College. 
**Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel English Tes~, Forms Cm, Arn, and Bm were 
:iven in first, fourth, and tenth weeks respectively. 
*l!*Themes I, IV, and X were test themes written in first, fourth, 
.nd tenth weeks respectively and were scored for mechanics by Part II of 
ihe Guid~ for Editing Expository Themes and for content on Part I of the 
1ame guide. Raw scores are given above. 
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TABLE XXXVIII 
EXPERIMENTAL SECTIGN A-4: SC'.JRES ON AMERICAN COUfJCIL .Q!! EDUCATION 







EFG LISH TEST, Arm TEST THEMES 
1 , A.C.E.* A.C.E.ir B.R.Sch.**: Theme*** , Theme*** 
~Age: Raw Scoresl'. ;ile Scores! Raw Scores i Mechanics; Content 
,_........__i_Q--1--'--T---...... Q~--1--T-:µ-c-m-Am Bm . I IV X ; I IV X 
18 l 52 83 135 I 84 8? 89 1115 103 107: 84 68 84 1 25 18 21 
18144 50 94 ; 59 19 30 I P2 105 PJ i 88 76 90 7 12 17 
I 
. I 
18 42 81 123 51 P5 76 101 119 115 i 84 80 99 6 7 18 
I I 
18 I 38 47 PS '36 14 18 
I 
90 18 16 21 
' 
58 7 4 9 5 I 8 3 2 6 
I 
20' 32 41 73 17 ? 10 41 64 72 I 63 78 70 ; 14 8 17 
18 39 36 75 
09 J 19 I 48 s1 99 
10 i 18 I 36 50 8? 
. 19 I JP 76 114 
08 
11 
40 4 11 
73 21 38 
33 19 21 
36 77 63 
4 11 12 
I 
45 67 55 I J6 50 56 
I 
2s 110 112 I s5 90 83 29 20 23 
I 
95 129 118 84 80 90 / 22 16 24 
I , 
I 






19 j 50 64 114 
I 
19 19 47 66 
18 39 70 109 
79 50 63 
I 4 14 
1 
6 
40 63 54 
99 112 114 I 72 ss 
47 58 54 66 45 
91 115 99 63 76 
91 I 16 12 25 
i 
68 J 10 14 18 
I 
58 i 2117 17 
18 19 44 54 98 59 27 36 91117109 Pl 89 85 18 13 8 
I 
20 24 29 61 90 14 43 24 66 79 83 38 80 86 19 13 28 
25 19 36 47 ?.J 30 14 17 66 85 87 53 55 84 20 11 20 
*American Council ~ Education Psychological Examination, 1940 edition, 
wa.s given when students enrolled at Oklahoma A. & M. College. 
**Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel ~nglish Test, Forms Cm, Am, and Bm were 
given in first, fourth, and tenth weeks respectively. 
***Themes I, IV, a.nd Y. were test themes written in first, fourth, 
and tenth weeks respectively and were scored for mechanics by Pa.rt II of 
the Guide fo!:_ Edi ting Expository Themes and for content on Part I of the 
same ~uide. Raw scores are eiven below. 
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TEST XXXIX 
CONTROL SECTiot,: B-7: SCORES ON AMERICAN COUlJCIL QN EDUCATIOll 
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BARRETT-RYAN-SCHRAMMEL 

















---- A.C.E.* A,C.E.-1~ ! s.:-~.Sch.* Theme*** Theme* 1°* 
Age i Raw Scores ; '.tile Score~ ,B._aw_=S.;;..c..;;..;or;;;...e,_,;;;_s_' __ 1 __ '1e __ c_h, __ an---"i"'"'c'-"s"-""""C"-o_n_t_e_n_t____. 
Q L T --.-,..Q_ L T 
I 
Cm Am 3!!!..j I IV X I I IV X 
' 
25 l 40 55 95 ; 44 29 32 i 107 99 108 64 88 65 : 6 14 
18 22 29 51 
19 
17 
34 44 78 
37 41 78 
18 i 3148 
l9 I 20 40 




1s I 44 46 90 
I 
19 I sJ 41 
I 
94 




I 24 10 
133 7 





I 59 12 
I 
! 86 7 
' 




31 , 35 32 67 I 31 
I 4 




71 83 76 8 20 
73 106 102 ! 3e 67 
81 71 80 I 28 10 
13 ; 105 132 128 j 48 18 
99 99 I 16 28 4 I ,5 
7 I 68 
I 
24 ' 62 
65 
JO ~1 103 
75 i 80 18 
I 
78 : 60 30 
86 ! 54 30 




59 5P 68 1 
I 
45 71 r/4 ; 
20 24 
8 22 
23 i 37 35 72 I 40 
i 
4 10 74 81 100 10 18 
1s 33 44 77 I 21 10 










25 I 8 8 
I 
99 I 11 10 19 
I 
6 I P; 23 ' - 10 
90 1120 26 261 
70 16 19 111 
I 
46 j 6 12 11: 
I 
51110 4 16' 
I 
70 ! 14 9 15 
56 i 11 30 
I 
12; 5 10 





73 19 23 23 
35 6 12 9 
46 4 11 12 
*Americar- Council o~ Education Psychological Examination, 1940 ~dition, 
,as given when students enrolled at Oklahoma A. & M. College. 
*~~Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel English Test, Forms Cm, Am, anc Bm were 
~iven in first, fourth, and tenth weeks respectively. 
***Themes I, IV, and X were test themes written in first, fourth, 
md Tenth weeks respectively and were scored for mechanics by Part II of 
;he Guide for. Editing ~sitory Themes and for content on Part I of the 
3ame guide. Raw scores are given below. 
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TABLE XL 
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION B-7: SCORES nN AMERICAB COUNCIL j] EDUCATION 
ESYQHOLOG!CAL EXAMINATION, BARRETT-RYAN-SCHRAMMEL 
ENGLISH TEST, MID TEST THEMES 
-----,----





; A~: Raw Scores 
I ' .Q___k___:r 
I 
18 : 36 36 72 
' 
I 
20 ! 34 34 68 
I 
18 i 19 45 64 
I 
~ .. c.~.* , B.R.Sch.** Theme*** Theme***· 
%ile Scores! Raw Scores Mechanics' Content 
Q L T I Cm Am Bm I_ IV X __L IV . X 
' JO 4 9 l 94 99 79 12 24 29 ; 6 18 21 
• 24 3 1 I n ea 94 53 15 64: e 16 1s 1I 
4 11 6 ! 90 79 95 55 57 64 12 29 29. 
I 
06 20 31 48 79 17 15 13 88 77 71 22 24 28 13 17 15 
07 21 32 29 61 17 1 4 78 87 92 66 32 69 6 12 3 I 
08 18 35 42 77 
I 
09 19 '. 30 46 76 
27 8 12 
15 12 11 
76 99 93 10 67 
87 70 76 · 58 61 
8 22 20 
8 11 14 
I 








18 28 36 64 
18 ! 41 54 95 
I 
19 [ 41 51 92 
I 
1s I 36 45 s1 
i 
19121 39 60 
19 36 42 78 
19 23 34 57 
12 39 6 
47 27 32 
47 21 27 
30 11 16 
I 
! 
78 84 79 
1 
53 28 45 ! 6 14 
65 r.9 79 . 3s 24 26 I s 14 
72 70 89 I 52 38 44 1 18 19 
70 69 58 . 28 56 65 i 11 14 23 I 
i I 
6 6 4 85 83 95 68 72 681 4 13 11 
JO B 13 82 89 90 44 26 36 i 10 13 15 
7 3 _4 __ 61 67 62 46 45 70 i _2 1~21 I 
*American Council .Q!! Education Psychological Examination, 1940 edition, 
was given when students enrolled at Oklahoma A. & M. Collere. 
**Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel English Te2~, Forms Cm, Am, and Bm were 
given in first, fourth, and tenth weeks respectively. 
***Themes I, IV, and X were test themes written in first, fourth, and 
tenth weeks respectively and were scored for mechanics by Part II of the 
Guide for Editing Expositorx Themes and for content on Part I of the same 
guide. Raw scores are given above. 
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ITEM ANALYSIS DATA FOR MAKD~G OF EDITIPG GUIDE, PART I: RAW SCORES or CONTEFT 
(Lm,,est 27%) 
Items 
Al A2 Bl B2 83 B4 B5 C D Test 
LH 1 2 2 3 2 0 4 1 2 0 16 
Con. LH 2 2 2 2 1 0 4 0 2 2 15 
H-1 LH 3 0 1 4 4 0 4 0 2 0 13 
LH 4 2 1 3 3 0 4 0 2 2 17 
LH 5 3 2 2 0 0 2 2 1 2 14 
Exp. LH 6 2 2 3 2 0 0 2 2 2 15 
H-1 LH 7 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 2 2 13 
LH P 2 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 2 12 
LG 9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Con. LG10 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
G-2 LGll 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 13 
LG12 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 13 
LG13 1 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 7 
Exp. 1.Gl4 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 9 
G-2 LG15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LG16 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 0 12 
LD17 4 2 3 1 0 0 0 1 2 13 
Con. LD18 2 1 2 2 0 2 2 1 2 14 
D-3 LD19 3 1 4 0 0 2 0 0 2 12 
LD20 4 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 3 13 
LD21 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 10 
Exp. LD22 0 2 4 2 0 2 0 ? 0 12 
D-3 LD23 2 1 4 2 0 2 0 2 2 15 
LD24 2 1 2 2 1 2 0 2 2 14 
LA25 2 2 4 l 0 l 0 2 0 12 
Con. LA26 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 8 
A-4 LA27 4 2 2 2 1 2 2 I) 0 15 
LA28 0 2 2 0 1 1 1 ') 2 12 ..) 
LA29 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 1 7 
Exp. LAJO 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 0 6 
A-4 LAJl 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 4 
LAJ2 2 l 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 10 
LBJJ () 0 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 6 
Con. LBJ4 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 6 
B-7 LBJ5 1 1 1 0 () 0 1 0 0 4 
LB36 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 
LB37 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
Exp. LB38 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 
B-7 LB39 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 6 
LB40 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 4 
13.0 
'EM ANALYSIS DATA FOR MAKU;G OF EDITING GUIDE, 
(Highest. 27%) 
PART I: RAW SCORES ON Co:t!TE1'!~ 
Items 
Al A2 Bl B2 BJ B4 B5 C D Test 
HH l J 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 34 
Con. HH 2 4 3 4 3 4 3 3 4 3 31 
H-1 HH J 4 3 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 31 
HH 4 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 32 
HH 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 36 
Exp. HH 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 3 33 
H-1 HH? 4 4 4 4 /~ 4 3 3 4 34 
HH 8 4 3 4 3 4 4 3 3 3 31 
HG 9 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 25 
Con. HGlO 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 26 
G-2 HGll 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 26 
HG12 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 27 
HGlJ 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 26 
Exp. HGl4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 27 
G-2 HG15 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 24 
HGl6 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 2 21 
HD17 4 2 4 4 2 4 3 4 4 29 
Con. HD18 4 2 4 4 1 2 l 2 4 26 
D-3 HD19 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 36 
HD20 4 2 4 4 2 4 2 4 2 28 
HD2l 4 2 4 2 .? 2 4 2 2 24 
Exp. HD22 3 4 4 4 4 J 4 3 4 34 
D-J HD23 4 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 22 
HD24 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 34 
HA25 3 2 1 3 2 2 2 3 2 21 
Con. H/i.26 3 4 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 24 
A-4 HA27 4 2 4 2 3 3 3 3 3 28 
HA28 4 2 4 2 2 2 2 3 2 25 
HA29 3 2 2 3 2 J 3 3 3 25 
Exp. HA.30 3 4 4 3 2 3 3 3 3 29 
A-4 HA31 .3 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 22 
HAJ2 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 21 
HB.33 0 0 4 1 0 2 2 2 1 12 
Con. HB.34 0 0 3 1 0 3 3 3 0 13 
B-7 HB.35 0 0 3 1 1 1 2 1 1 11 
HB.36 2 2 2 .3 3 3 3 .3 0 18 
HB.37 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 l 20 
Exp. HB.38 0 0 4 1 3 3 3 3 0 16 
B-7 HB.39 1 3 1 l 1 3 3 3 l 14 








RAW SCORES OF THE TE11 SAMPLE THEMES USED FOR TESTING PART ONE 
OF THE EDITING GUIDE 
Al A2 Bl B2 B3 B4 B5 C D 
Hl 0 12 6 9 8 8 8 8 l2 
G2 4 9 6 8 6 6 8 6 6 
D3 0 12 10 8 8 8 10 10 12 
A4 6 9 6 8 8 6 8 8 9 
B7 6 6 8 8 6 6 8 8 9 
Hl 8 5 4 0 5 0 8 0 6 
G2 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DJ 0 0 2 0 0 0 8 0 0 
A4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
B7 2 J 8 2 0 0 10 2 3 
Hl 8 12 6 4 8 6 8 2 6 
G2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DJ 0 0 6 0 4 0 10 4 3 
A4 6 9 8 8 8 8 8 4 10 
B7 10 6 8 4 6 2 10 4 12 
Hl 10 15 10 10 10 8 10 10 12 
G2 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D3 10 9 8 4 2 4 8 0 3 
A4 8 6 6 2 4 I+ 6 I+ 6 
B7 10 6 8 10 2 4 6 4 6 
Hl 0 0 4 2 4 4 8 0 0 
G2 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 
DJ 0 0 0 0 4 0 10 0 0 
A4 6 0 0 0 2 0 4 0 0 
B7 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 4 3 
Hl 10 6 6 8 6 6 10 8 12 
G2 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
DJ 6 6 4 10 4 4 6 6 6 
A4 6 12 8 8 8 8 10 6 6 
B7 10 3 8 8 6 8 10 6 6 
Hl 10 15 10 8 10 6 10 ~ 12 
G2 8 12 8 8 6 6 8 6 9 
D3 6 12 10 10 6 8 10 6 12 
A4 10 15 10 8 8 8 10 8 9 






































Hl 10 6 6 6 6 4 6 2 
/ 52 0 
G2 10 0 4 0 0 0 6 0 0 20 
8 DJ 10 6 8 0 2 2 10 2 3 43 
A4 6 3 2 2 2 4 6 4 6 35 
B? 6 6 4 6 0 4 4 0 6 36 
Hl 10 9 8 8 6 p 8 10 12 79 
G2 8 6 4 4 6 4 6 4 9 51 
9 DJ 10 3 6 6 6 2 10 
I'\ 6 44 0 
A4 8 6 6 6 4 4 8 8 3 51 
B7 8 0 4 8 0 4 10 6 12 52 
Hl 0 0 4 2 2 2 2 4 6 22 
G2 6 15 10 8 6 6 8 8 12 79 
10 DJ 0 12 10 6 10 6 10 8 12 74 
A4 4 12 8 8 8 6 10 8 6 70 
B7 10 12 8 8 4 6 10 4 12 75 
APPENDIX B 
MISCELLANEOUS 
SOME ESSENTIALS FOR WRITING EXPOSITORY THEMES 
I. Main idea 
A. Stated in complete, specific, exact sentence 
B. Restricted to the apace and to the ability of the writer 
C. Adhered to throughout the theme 
II. Introduction 
A. Leads into the paper 
B. Provides necessary preliminary information and background 
C. Sets tone of paper and establishes the point of view 
D. Attracts the reader's attention and interest 
E. Is not too long for the paper 
III. Development of the main idea 
A. Proper definition (simple, clear, complete) 
l. Put the term in its general class 
2. Restrict it within that class 
B. Analysis (clear plan, proportion, parallel topics) 
1. Structural (branches, kinds, types, ways) 
2. Chronological (time or order of events) 
3. Spacial (arrangement in space) 
4. Logical (climax, anticlimax, cause and effect) 
C. Illustration (valid, adequate, clear) 
1. Particulars 




D. Evidence (sound, adequate, appropriate style) 
1. Induction (leading to a justiried generalization) 
2. Deduction (logical, consistent, valid) 
a. Middle term must mean the same in both major and 
minor premise 
b. Middle term must be distributed 
c. One premise must be about all members o:f a class 
d. Both premises must be true 
E. Classification 
1. Basis: similarity and difference 
2. Relationship between ideas 
a. Coordination 
b. Subordination 
F. Unity (Tell the story, the whole story, and nothing but the 
story, so help you English grammar.) 
l. Focus (maintained through a well stated main idea) 
2. All ideas related to main idea 
3. Completeness 
G. Continuity and coherence 
1. Signposts of the main idea 
a. Paragraphs and sentences of transition 
b. Words of transition 
c. Repetition of ~ords and ideas 
d. Word order 
2. Parallelism 
H. Point of view and tone 
1. Consistency o:f tone 
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2. Consistency of point of view 
3. Consistency of person, time, and space 
IV. Conclusion 
A. Closes paper niturally 
B. Recalls main idea and helps reader to see what has been 
accomplished 
C. Final suggestions or warnings 
D. Must be logical and appropriate 
E. May be a swnmary, a brief statenent, a dramatic incident 
1.36 
SCORE CARD FOR RATH;"G EXP0SITORY THEMES 
Content Organization 
\, Main idea (15 points) 
1. Stated in complete, correct, clear, important sentence 
2. Adhered to throughout the theme 
3. Introduction (5 points) 
1. Leads into paper and establishes validity of material 
2. Includes statement of purpose or central thought 
J. Provides necessary background and preliminary information 
4. Sets tone and point of view of paper 
5. Attracts interest of reader; but is not too long 
~. Development of the main idea (50 points) 
1. Definition (simple, clear, complete; puts terms in 
general class and restricts it) 
2. Illustration (valid, adequate, clear, specific) 
3. Analysis 
4. Evidence (sound, reliable, valid, adequate, appropriate) 
5 .. Classification (based on similarity and difference; 
coordination and subordination) 
6. Continuity and coherence (transition, word order, repetition) 
7. Unity (focus, relevance, completeness) 
8. Organization (use of outlining, clear plan, parallel topics) 
9. Point of view and tone (consistent and appropriate) 
10. Reasoning (lorical and consistent) 
1. Conclusion (15 points) 
1. Closes the paper naturally 
2. Recalls central idea and shc,,..rs what has been accomplished 
J. May make final suggestions or warnings 
4. May be full surnmarY, brief final statement, dramatic incident, 
or request for action or attitude 
5. Must be logical and appropriate 
• Miscellaneous (15 points) 
1. Sentence variety 
2. Paragraph structure 
3. ' . .Jord choice 
4. Originality and reader appeal 




• Sentence Structure (24 points) 
• Grammar (18 points) 
• Diction (12 points) 
• Punctuation (18 points) 
• Manuscript Form (6 points) 
• Spelling (15 points) 
• Research (6 points) 
Total for correctness 
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EDITING GUIDE FOR THEMES 
I. ORGANIZATIGi' OF CONTENT 
1. Main Idea (25 points) 
a. Is the statement of the main idea clear and specific? ----
b. Is the statement actually developed throughout the theme?_~-
Number of points ___ _ 
2. Developing (50 points) 
a. Does the theme exclude irrelevant matter? -------
b. Is the theme in logical order? ___________ ~ 
c. Is there enough detail appropriate to the purpose? __ 
d. Is the proportion appropriate to the purpose? -----
e. Is the point of view appropriate and consistent? __ _ 
Number of points ___ _ 
J. Paragraphing (10 points) 
a. ls each para~raph justified? 
b. Is each paragraph sufficiently developed? __ _ 
Number of points ___ _ 
4. Reader Appeal (15 points) 
a. Are the sentences easy to read? _________ _ 
b. Are the words well chosen? --
c. Are suitable transitions provided? 
d. Are illustrations provided? ____ . _______ _ 
e. Are beginning and end clearcut and effective? __ 
Number of points ___ _ 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS ___ _ 
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I I. CORRECTNESS OF PERFORMA~:CE 
1. Words (15 points) 
a. Spelling 
b. Correctness 
Number of points -----
2. Grammar (50 points) 
a. Agreement of subject and verb 
b. Use of correct part of speech 
c. Proper relation of subordinate clauses and phrases 
d. Tense forms 
Number of points ____ _ 
3. Punctuation (20 points) 
a. Period fault 
b. Comma fault 
c. Confusing punctuation (or lack of punctuation) 
d. Minor errors 
Number of points __ 
~. Manuscript form (15 points) 
a. Capitalization and abbreviation 
b. Syllabication 
c. Faulty title and margin 
d. Margins 
e. Eligibility 
Number of points 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS -----
GUIDE FOR EDITING EXPOSITORY THEv.ES 
I. Organization of Content 
1ain Idea (25 points) 
1. Is the statement of the main idea clear and specific? 




but not exact or 
specific 
Not desirable 
2. Is the stateme·nt actually developed throughout the theme? 
I 15 I 12 I 
Completely and 
clearly developed 
9_ I _ 6 I 3 
Followed, but with 





)evelopment of Theme ( 50 points) 
1. Does the theme exclude all irrelevant matter? 
L 10 L_B L 6 L 4 I 2 I 0 
All matter relevant Minor irrelevance Little relevance 
to main idea 
2. Is the substance in logical order? 
I 10 L 8 (._ 6 I ~ L 2 f_ 0 
Proper order, Good order, but some Poor order, 
connectives, and faulty transition, or lack of transit 
transitions; clearness wrong connectives not clear 
3. Is there enough detail to develop the subject? 
__ 1_1_0 __ ! _ 8 I 
Proper use of 
general and specific 
terms; fact and judg-
ment, illustration, 
i--~~--~ --~ ------~--
6 I 4 I 2 
Some weaknesses 
in use of detail 
-------0 Overuse of judgment 
faulty reasoning, 
too general, little 
detail 
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4. Are proportion and emphasis appropriate to the purpose? 
L_ 10 I s L ___ 6 I 4 1_ ___ 2 ________ 0 
Proper coordination f·Jinor errors of No subordination of 
and subordination, subordination or minor details, lack 
proper apportionment of proportion of emphasis, improper 
of space, proper apportionment of 
emphasis space 
5. Is the point of view appropriate and consistent? 
L101s L_6/ 4 __ ; __ 2 _L_. 0 
Consistent and appropriate; 
maintained throughout the 
theme 
C. Paragraphing (10 points) 
Point of view not clear, 
appropriate, or maintained 
Number of points __ _ 
Is each paragraph justified and sufficiently developed? 
~/--~1~0--~/--~8 __ __..l __ ___;;...6~_L __ 4._____,_ ____ 2~·__./ _______ o 
Fully justified, Justified, but Undesirable 
sufficiently incomplete 
developed 
Number of points _____ __ 
D. Reader Appeal (15 points) 
Are the words, sentences, and illustrations appropriate; are the 
beginning and end clearcut and effective? 
L_15 I 12 I 9 
Forceful, smooth, varied, 
interesting sentences; 
appropriate words and 
illustrations; clearcut 
and effective beginning 
and end. 
I 6 I 3 ___i_ ___ o 
Varied, correct, Choppy, awkward, 
and appropriate, uninteresting; weak 
but monotonous beginning and end; 
and unforcerul poor choice of words 
and illustrations 
Number of points~-----
TOTAL POINTS ON ORGANIZATION ___ _ 
II. Correctness of Performance 
A. Spelling and Correct Words (20 points) Deduct five points for each 
violation. 
L 20 I 15___.L 10 I 5 I 0 
B. Grammar (60 points) Deduct ten points for each violation up to six. 
1. Agreement of subject and verb 
2. Use of correct part of speech 
J. Correct use of pronouns 
4. Proper relation of subordinate clauses and phrases 
5. Proper tense forms 
6. Complete, correct sentences 
-L~~6_o~~l __ .~s_o~~L--~4_o __ .~L--~J_o ___ 1 __ ~2~0--~1 ___ 1_0 __ ~1 ______ 0 
C. Punctuation (10 points) Deduct two points for each violation up to 
five. (Period, comma, colon, semicolon, quotation, etc.) 
L __ ~l~O ___ l~B __ _._ __ ~6 __ _._( __ ~4 __ _._! __ ~2~~! __ _ 0 
D. Manuscript Form ( 10 points) Deduct two points for each violation up 
to five. (Capitalization, abbreviations, title and margin, legibility, 
syllabication, etc.) 
L 10 I 8 I 6 I 4 I 2 I 0 
TOTAL POINTS ON CORRECTNESS ----
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